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SUMMARY

Background

This report is one of a number of ecotourism related activities being undertaken by the Regional Coordinating Unit of the Caribbean Environment Programme within the framework of the United Nations Environment Programme.


Given certain constraints on financing for the activity, the Regional Coordinating Unit decided to undertake a preliminary phase of the study, different in scope from the original.

It should be noted that a previous report entitled "Results of a Survey of Focal Points of the Caribbean Environment Programme", dated April 28, had been submitted to the Regional Coordinating Unit of the Programme. That report contained the results of the survey - based on eleven responses - and is the source of a large portion of the synthesis chapter of the present report.

Methodology and Scope of the Study

The objectives of the study are in short, to ascertain the present status of ecotourism in the States and Territories of the region, to clarify the scope of the concept and propose general guidelines for the appropriate development of ecotourism in the coastal and marine areas of the region. The analysis is aimed at an interpretation of ecotourism in its present form - as it is understood by the national and territorial authorities who were consulted, and to offer some preliminary proposals in this regard.
The basic method proposed for achieving these objectives was that a survey be carried
out among the States and Territories of the Wider Caribbean Region - by means of a
formal poll of the focal points of the Caribbean Environment Programme - with
consultation with various organisations, followed by analysis and research on the
peculiarities of ecotourism in the States and Territories selected.

The questionnaires were forwarded to the Focal Points of the Caribbean Environment
Programme; fourteen States and Territories responded. Although case studies had
originally been planned for five States and/or Territories these had to be reduced to
three. St. John in the United States Virgin Islands, Bonaire in the Netherlands Antilles
and Costa Rica in Central America. On-site data collection took place in January of
1994.

As soon as the questionnaire was sent out and responses began to come in,
weaknesses of format were detected in terms of coverage - other questions should
probably have been included - and in terms of the formulation of the questions which
gave rise in some cases to different interpretations of the same query and
consequently to responses which could not be compared. Further, the focal points of
the Caribbean Environment Programme were not capable of dealing with all aspects
of the survey and in many cases sections of the questionnaire had to be distributed to
various departments. This created difficulties in putting the document back together
which in turn caused focal points to return the questionnaire late or hand in
incomplete documents.

A global analysis was made even more difficult by the fact that so few responses were
received and from very diverse States and Territories. It was nevertheless possible to
arrive at an interesting conclusion concerning certain specific topics.

The following countries responded to the survey:

- Antigua and Barbuda
- Bahamas
- Barbados
- Belize
- Colombia
- Costa Rica
- Dominican Republic
- Guyana
- Martinique
- Mexico
- St. Vincent and the Grenadines
- Suriname
- Turks and Caicos Islands
- Venezuela

The results of the survey are set out in tables to be found in Annex 1 of the report. Completed questionnaires were submitted to the offices of the Regional Coordinating Unit in Kingston.

Even if, in some cases, the figures and background information provided in the questionnaires seem inconsistent or incorrect, they are included in the tables and analysis without any interpretation or modification. In some cases however it seemed wise to make certain observations, whether as footnotes to the tables or as part of the analysis. The structure of some tables required that some specific responses be summarised without altering the original information.

The three cases selected for field research - Bonaire, Costa Rica and St. John - are unique in that, in all three cases, tourism is of significant economic importance and also closely linked to protected areas. In addition, these three States and Territories have projected to the rest of the world the image of specialists, if one may use the word, in nature tourism.

Finally, in all three cases, conscious efforts are being made to expressly incorporate elements of ecotourism, in the sense given to the expression in this report, into the management of their protected areas.

There are however important distinctions among the three cases. Costa Rica is a sovereign republic with a relatively small though growing dependence on tourism. Bonaire is a very small island with some measure of autonomy in the management of its internal affairs forming part of the Netherlands Antilles, an autonomous regime linked to the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Bonaire specialises in underwater tourism activities. St. John is also a small island and is a part, along with St. Thomas and St. Croix, of the United States Virgin Islands. The Virgin Islands National Park is located here and it covers the greater portion of the island. This park is a major tourist destination among the protected areas of the Wider Caribbean Region.

The research methodology - heavily influenced by the length of time spent in each country or territory, two to three working days - was confined to interviews based on a prepared outline with persons directly or indirectly involved in ecotourism, and collection of written material on ecotourism and related topics. The persons interviewed were basically those selected by the focal points of the Caribbean Environment Programme in each of the chosen cases. All visits took place in January of 1994.
Structure of the Report

The presentation of the survey results and the field research findings is supplemented by a synthesis chapter divided into three sub-chapters the first of which covers the scope and definition of the concept and associated activities. The second sub-chapter covers the main conclusions of the research with a fairly free interpretation of the responses to the survey on ecotourism and of observations on the three cases studied. These conclusions emerged from the documents obtained and from comments made by the persons contacted all of whom are identified in the report. The third sub-chapter offers guidelines for the development of ecotourism in the States and Territories of the region.

This synthesis can be considered independent in that a reading of it provides an overview of ecotourism both in general terms and as it is practised in the Wider Caribbean Region, without the need to examine the actual results of the survey and field work.

The report is therefore divided into three substantive chapters presented in the following order: synthesis, survey results, case studies.

Finally, there is an appendix and two statistical annexes. The appendix identifies documents consulted, of whatever type, as well as persons interviewed. It includes a third section which constitutes an additional body of documents which, although identified, were not available at the time of writing. The annexes consist of tables containing the results of the questionnaires and statistical tables relating to the case studies.

Note

Wherever there is a direct link between a specific aspect of content and a particular source, or wherever a text is quoted, the name of the author and year of publication of the document or the name of the person providing the basic information is given in brackets. In the case of verbal communications the letters "v.c." appear. All personal contacts were made in 1993.

I. SYNTHESIS
A. Ecotourism: Scope and Definitions

1. Initial Considerations

At the conceptual level at least, the term ecotourism is still being used in a general way; its significance and the scope of the activity however are not the same in all instances. On the real, operative level the activities which are likened to the notion of ecotourism sometimes conflict with the actual terms of the definition in scope and meaning. There is on the other hand a dimension to ecotourism which is being imposed by the tourism industry and used as a promotional tool; the trend towards alternative forms of tourism observed in international tourism - in which certain segments of the market which in the recent past, mattered little, are beginning to assume major importance - has led to indiscriminate use of the term. Activities which have little to do with the more restricted, conservationist concept are thus labelled ecotourism.

In any case, this synthesis does not propose to rule out the idea of a form of ecotourism which is decidedly economic or commercial in nature; the idea is to set aside a conceptual category for a type of small scale, conservationist, alternative tourism, which reserves an important role for the community in the provision of certain services and the protection of the area's resources, while being managed by industry agents who will hopefully specialize in handling a particular segment of the market.

It seems also, that certain sectors view ecotourism as an alternative to traditional tourism in terms of its effect on economic development. Even within the widest definitions of ecotourism, such a vision is out of place. Emphasis should instead be placed on recognizing the reality of a highly segmented tourist market in which certain segments -- those which place the accent on nature, local cultures, sporting activities, family vacations, etc. -- are rapidly growing and must therefore be given increasing attention when structuring the tourism product of a State or territory. On the other hand the growth of the sector referred to as sun, sea and sand tourism, made popular by the large all-inclusive resorts, is expected to slow down. To a certain extent however, the two types of tourism are not in competition and may even complement each other.

It may be posited that alternate forms of tourism are possible for a particular protected area. There is the option of ecotourism in the narrow sense, the conservationist option; there is also the option of large scale nature tourism. There can then be some measure of competition between the two options. In the case of unique protected areas where
there exists a monopoly or near-monopoly in the sense that there are no nearby substitutes for the particular area or resource, the decision will depend on the fees for entry to the protected areas and regulations regarding the number of visitors. Where visitor numbers are unrestricted and entry fees low, tourism will tend to intensify; where numbers are restricted and entry fees higher, tourism will be more selective, confined to visitors who attach a higher value to the ecosystem or protected resource in question.

Tourists and the industry itself will reap all the benefits offered by the particular area; tourists, because they will be paying only a fraction of the value which they themselves attach to the enjoyment of the area being visited, would in economic terms be receiving a large "consumer excess"; as would the industry, because in making use of the protected area or resource, it receives more benefits than it needs in order to make a satisfactory profit. It may be said that when the government, which is the representative of the society and owner of natural resources, does not charge for entry or charges too little, it is giving away its products; it is also risking the deterioration of the area by allowing overloading if it sets low entry fees or does not use some other mechanism to limit the number of visitors.

If one wishes to view ecotourism as an engine for economic development, it must be borne in mind that even if one acknowledges the fact that economic growth and environmental protection can be compatible within a plan for sustainable development, they must be recognized as conflicting objectives. The commercial objective of ecotourism in its widest conceptual formulation is sure to be at odds with its conservationist objective.

In approaching the matter of expansion or support of ecotourism it is appropriate to consider two alternative visions - partly interchangeable, partly complementary - which may be represented by the following propositions:

(1) Ecotourism should be expanded:

- to generate high levels of foreign exchange, employment and national income;
- to offer to the tourist different possibilities from those offered by other destinations; and
- to finance activities for the conservation of the resources.

(2) Ecotourism should be seen as a fast growing activity capable of threatening the conservation of protected natural resources; it must therefore be restricted and
regulated with a view to protecting the natural resources of the areas in which it is practiced.

2. Definitions

a. Ecotourism

The following paragraphs present interesting definitions which are to be found in the literature. This is done to offer a frame of reference of sorts to readers of this report who are not yet fully aware of what ecotourism is.

One definition of ecotourism which has become popular judging from the frequency with which it has been reproduced in the specialized literature is that of Ceballos Lascurain (1987) which states, more or less, that ecotourism consists of trips to relatively undisturbed, unpolluted natural areas for the specific purpose of studying, observing or enjoying the surroundings and wild life as well as any manifestations of past or present culture to be found in these areas.

A definition which is more extensive and emphasizes a developmental perspective is that proposed by the Hon C.A. Maynard, Dominica's Minister of Tourism and current President of the Caribbean Tourism Organization at the First Caribbean Conference on Ecotourism, held in Belize in 1991. He suggested that ecotourism could be defined as a type of tourist development geared towards the development of natural historical, cultural and social structures in harmony with the physical environment, land use and cultural characteristics to ensure sustainability in the sense of preservation for future generations.

Jean S. Holder, currently Secretary General of the Caribbean Tourism Organization made reference, at the same conference, to those factors which must ultimately be a part of any definition of ecotourism and which consequently must be a part of the activity itself. The factors to which he referred are the following: responsibility of travel agents and travellers to appreciate the fact that certain things have value, obligation to the country, its people and its way of life; honesty in terms of the product being offered; consistency in the sense of offering an enjoyable vacation coupled with education about what the traveller is seeing and enjoying and its worth; involvement in the sense of interaction in a context of mutual benefit and respect.
Ruth Norris (1992) asks the question: what is ecotourism and how does it differ from nature tourism or adventure tourism? For her, neither nature tourism nor adventure tourism can be equated with ecotourism, not as long as they fail to foster greater protection of the environment. She points out that for at least two decades conservationists have been aware of the fact that the great expansion of nature tourism and adventure tourism is in itself a threat to natural areas. She concludes that to constitute "ecotourism", tourism must be linked to resource protection; she adds that if its purpose is to be of benefit to natural areas instead of being another mechanism for extracting utility from them, then the challenge to ecotourism is to guarantee meaningful benefits for local populations.

An apt and possibly more technical definition is that proposed by the Corporación de Turismo de Venezuela (Tourism Corporation of Venezuela) which states that "ecotourism involves low density, low impact activities in natural areas of sufficient biological, cultural and geographic interest to attract tourists."

The criticism has been voiced that "eco" seems to exclude other options for alternative tourism such as cultural tourism, adventure tourism, archaeological tourism etc... A more generic expression which would place the accent on the environmental rationality of recreational and tourism activities is "environmentally correct alternative tourism".

b. Ecotourists

Various classifications for ecotourists have been proposed, based on levels of commitment to conservation or willingness to forego comforts out of a desire to discover areas or resources which are difficult to access. Below is the Lindberg (1991) classification which identifies four types of ecotourist.

Researchers and Specialists: Scientific researchers, participants in tours specially designed for education, waste collection and similar activities.

Committed Ecotourists: Persons who travel out of a specific interest in seeing protected areas and a desire to understand the natural and cultural history of the area.

Average Ecotourists: Persons who visit for example the Amazon, the gorilla reserve in Ruanda or other destinations mainly out of a wish to take a trip which is out of the ordinary.
Occasional Ecotourists: Persons whose contact with nature is fortuitous, arising out of a trip made for other reasons.

Laarman and Durst (1987) developed a simpler classification which distinguishes between seasoned ecotourists and dilettantes according to the level of the physical rigours to which the tourist is subjected or the extent of his interest in nature.

This typology demonstrate the diversity of the situations existing in the nature tourism market, situations which must be considered for planning.

Elizabeth Boo in her study of ecotourism in Latin America (1990) emphasizes the difficulty of defining the nature tourist given the large number of activities which may be associated with "nature". For the purposes of the study the tourists interviewed were classified into three groups: those for whom protected areas were the main motivation for travel, those for whom visits to protected areas were important and those who did not contemplate visits to protected areas or for whom such visits were of secondary importance in the decision to travel. 46% of those surveyed fell into the first two groups.

**B. Analysis and Conclusions**

The following paragraphs set out some considerations based on a free interpretation of the results of the survey and case studies, some of which are dealt with later.

**1. The Practice and Concept of Ecotourism**

It should be noted that the questionnaire was deliberately formulated in such a way as to provide no definition of ecotourism to which persons responsible for completing it could refer. The point of reference is therefore the focal point's own interpretation of the meaning of the term or the scope most often attributed to it, or some official definition of the term.

The fourteen responses to the questionnaire demonstrate that in the States and territories involved, some tourist activity takes place which may be associated with the concept of ecotourism, more so to the concept implicit in the body of responses received than to the definition expressly adopted. Apart from a few exceptions there is no distinction made between analogous expressions such as alternative tourism, ecological tourism and others. In the three case studies, generally speaking, whenever a significant portion of tourism activity involves nature, in so far as it takes place in
national parks, government and industry authorities consider what is done there to be ecotourism.

In general, the express formulation of the concept of ecotourism is of an activity centered on the observation and enjoyment of nature; some see it as specially linked to national parks and other types of protected areas which still offer unspoiled environments. In some responses ecotourism was seen as an "educational-recreational, small scale, controlled, directed" activity, or as an activity which should be accompanied by a "programme of environmental interpretation and/or education". In other responses the concept was viewed in wider terms, embracing elements such as "study and preservation of the natural wealth of the country". Others include ideas such as enjoyment and study of "cultural expressions" or the requirement of an "understanding of the cultural history" of the site. Several responses emphasize the economic benefits to be derived by local populations which would serve as an incentive to conservation of protected areas or other aspects of nature as well as diverse cultural expressions. Finally, some responses included activities such as underwater sports and water sports as well as activities such as golf and horseback riding.

Despite greater or less emphasis on certain factors, there are many elements common to all or a large number of the definitions found in the literature. If one were to propose a definition which would bring together the elements most often included in survey responses, one would no doubt produce a definition very similar to those used or suggested by some of the leading organizations and outstanding writers in the field.

One can however detect a contradiction if it may be thus described, between the conceptual level and the operational or real level, levels which may be likened to extreme positions on the question of the definition of the scope of ecotourism. Indeed, generally speaking, at the conceptual level, the level of definitions, ecotourism is viewed as a somewhat restricted activity, subordinated to the requirements of conservation, oriented towards education and culture, with benefits which should be limited to local populations.

At the level of reality, on the other hand, the view of ecotourism emerging from the responses to the questions asked and from what has been observed, is one of an economic development strategy based on natural resources in which, even if the conservation factor is not ignored, it is not a conditionality and it may precede, follow or be contemporaneous with the exploitation of resources through tourism. This view is especially obvious whenever ecotourism is linked to mass utilization of particular natural resources. The distinction mentioned above between forms of ecotourism and their link to segments of the market with which they are associated is relevant here.
Earlier references to the implied and express forms of ecotourism correspond to these levels.

The contradiction becomes more obvious in the case studies in which persons closely associated with the management of protected areas and with government units for the protection of the environment reveal their disquiet at the intensification of tourism in protected areas and at tourist overload in these areas and show skepticism regarding the likelihood of conserving unprotected areas where there exists the possibility of profitable expansion of traditional tourism. These persons are of the opinion that the tourism practices which have been developing in the cases they represent are not in keeping with the concept of ecotourism.

It should be pointed out in any case that in Bonaire, Costa Rica and the United States Virgin Islands serious efforts are being made to protect national parks, reserves, sanctuaries etc in an attempt to rationalize tourist activity for conservation.

2. Significance and Impact of Tourism

The results of the survey demonstrate the difficulty, as revealed in responses to the questionnaire, of establishing objective linkages between the development of tourism and its contribution to the national economy and between tourism and ecotourism. The field research yielded no records of such relationships. Despite this, some observations arising from analysis of the survey results will be mentioned.

The answers provided by those surveyed concerning the relative contribution of tourism as a sector or sub-sector of the economy to gross domestic product, employment and foreign exchange earnings, revealed no homogenous patterns among States or territories grouped by characteristics: large continental countries; medium-sized countries; small islands. Bearing in mind the relatively uniform levels of development in the sector, one would expect that the contribution of tourism to the variables selected would be in inverse proportion to the size of the country - given the more diversified economies of the large countries of the region and the greater dependence on tourism in the smaller islands - but no such pattern emerged. There does however seem to be some correspondence in the behaviour of the three indicators chosen.

The differences between these figures could be indicative of the importance of tourism in each State or territory however it says nothing about their importance in international terms as tourist destinations. The number of rooms and the annual number of visitors are absolute figures and provide an indication of the relative
importance of the country or territory as a tourist destination in comparison to alternate destinations.

The average hotel occupancy rate may be seen as indicative of traveller preference, probably attributable to relatively lower prices (hotels or packages) and not to the available attractions which, particularly in the case of island States and territories are scarcely distinguishable. Occupancy rates, combined with other elements, could be an indicator of competitiveness.

It is therefore both appropriate and important to emphasize the risks involved in attaining a highly competitive position by means of low development and operational costs which are the result of controlling authorities' tolerance of environmental degradation or of the lack of environmental regulations and standards to protect natural resources (pollution, tourist development detrimental to surroundings, destruction of coastal resources, tourist overload in protected areas etc.) Artificial competitiveness gives rise to environmental degradation and depressed salaries when faced with the true competitiveness which only becomes possible with improvement in the quality of the product and more efficient operation. This in turn results from rational environmental management and the incorporation of technical advances into tourism activity.

As regards the relationship between ecotourism and tourism, given the breadth of the implied concept of ecotourism discernable from the survey responses, a concept with strong links to traditional tourism, it is reasonable to think that one factor which will contribute to comparatively greater development of the activity is the development already achieved by traditional tourism. In other words, it is submitted that the present development of traditional tourism will determine the future development of ecotourism, in comparative terms. The greater the number of tourists arriving in a particular State or territory the greater the possibility of involving larger numbers of tourists in ecotouristic activities. One very important complementary factor is the availability and adequacy of protected areas reserved for such activity. This question will be dealt with below.

3. Ecotourism and Protected Areas

a. Importance of Protected Areas
Although strictly speaking, neither national and territorial statistics nor survey responses reveal the real importance of ecotourism in terms of the number of ecotourists or the ratio of ecotourists to total number of tourists, the development of ecotourism can still be linked to the number of protected natural areas. It is in fact noticeable that the greatest increases in the practice of ecotourism occur in those countries having the greatest number of protected areas. However, neither the size of the protected areas nor the proportion of such areas made available for ecotourism necessarily implies better use of ecotouristic resources or greater development of the activity. There are factors such as development of and access to protected areas which may determine the number of visitors.

According to the definition of ecotourism suggested by some survey responses and observed in personal interviews, ecotourism consists of visits to protected areas. As few responses mentioned the number of visitors, a comparative analysis in terms of the objective relationship between ecotourism and protected areas was not possible. However, the cases studied, Bonaire, St. John and Costa Rica, are important in that conscious efforts have been made to develop tourism through relatively wide extension - in proportion to total size of territory - of protected natural areas. A large proportion of the tourists who come here visit protected areas.

As was pointed out above, a second determining factor in the development of ecotourism is the extension of protected areas to the maximum possible extent, subject to appropriate management schemes within the context of promotion of such resources.

It should be noted that, from a conservationist point of view, the creation of protected areas is a useful mechanism for regulating the use of resources and protecting them in areas which are the focus of intense tourism activity, namely, marine and coastal zones where enforcement of environmental regulations is difficult.

b. Capacity of Protected Areas

Ecotourism, in its widest interpretation, can be and in fact is destructive except where precautions are taken to prevent this.

There are useful technical concepts for assessing the recreational potential of an area or resource. One of these is the tourist carrying capacity or tourist capacity of the area. The tourist carrying capacity of an area is the maximum number of visitors who can be accommodated over a particular period without adverse effects on resources or on services while at the same time providing a high level of visitor satisfaction. This
concept is linked to that of tourist pressure which is the number of visitors an area can accommodate at any one time during a particular season, given the same constraints: minimum negative impact and maximum satisfaction. Another concept, not fundamentally different from the first, is that of acceptable visitor load which is the number of visitors sustainable over time.

It must not be forgotten that these concepts are merely planning tools that inform and invite management decisions which, one logically expects, will be subject to a number of different considerations. It should on the other hand be recognized that tourist carrying capacity is relative and dynamic because it is determined by changing circumstances and depends upon variables which cannot always be objectively assessed. One has to bear in mind finally that the carrying capacity of an area must be fixed in accordance with objectives which depend on the manner in which the protected area is managed. This determines the use to which a given area may be put. (Cifuentes, 1992)

The conservation or degradation of an ecosystem or a particular resource depends upon the relationship between number of tourists per unit of time - visitor load -and the level of protection given to the ecosystem or resource. A certain measure of degradation can result from the combination of few tourists and a low protection level or many tourists and a high protection level. Thus the carrying capacity or acceptable visitor load of an area will vary with the level of protection provided through restricted entry and/or protection mechanisms.

The question of capacity of protected areas - crucial to any expansion of nature tourism - is one which has been under examination for many years. This issue is dealt with in a recent publication of the Centro Agronómico de Agricultura Tropical de Investigación y Enseñanza (CATIE) which outlines a methodology for assessing the capacity of a particular area (Cifuentes, 1992). There are however few protected areas for which a definite carrying capacity has been fixed and even fewer which have managed to prevent overload by regulating visits.

In the administration of specific protected areas very diverse criteria have been applied to regulate visitor load through combinations of protection levels and visitor numbers. In Costa Rica, as a result of situations of perceived overload, studies have been undertaken to systematically ascertain the carrying capacity of the areas most frequently visited. In the interim, working from visitor load limits established through past experience, efforts are being made to exercise some control over visitor load by increasing protection - for example by prohibiting camping in certain parks - or by reducing the number of visitors to these parks through procedures which include agreements with the industry. In the case of protected areas under private management (non-governmental organizations), daily visitor limits have been set.
In Bonaire where studies have been carried out on the carrying capacity of the marine park in terms of the number of divers, setting the limit, for the level of protection provided, at approximately the number of divers now holidaying on the island, efforts have been made to control the number of these visitors. The aim is to increase protection, in particular by training operators and by regulating their activities.

No studies on carrying capacity have been done in St. John but the park administration estimates that the present number of visitors cannot be increased unless new regulations are introduced. There is no direct control over the number of visitors to the park; conservation has taken the form of various protection measures, financing for activities taking place in the park and restrictions on the size of cruise ships permitted to anchor in the vicinity of certain beaches. The desire to protect certain areas has at times led to over-loading of others, this is the concept of "sacrificial areas".

4. Context and Status of Ecotourism

a. Institutional Factors

On the topic of institutions, States and territories directed their answers to survey questions at identifying organizations responsible for or interested in the tourism sector and environmental conservation; organizations supposedly responsible for ecotourism. However, the impression created by the wide ranging data requested and received is that these organizations rather than being actively involved at the moment in the study, promotion and regulation of ecotourism have a "potential" role to play in ecotourism which sooner or later will cause them to become involved in such activities.

This does not mean that there are no public or private sector organizations currently handling these matters. The body of organizations identified is now carrying out some activities in relation to certain forms of ecotourism. These are, on the one hand, organizations responsible for the administration of protected areas which are in almost direct contact with large groups of tourists wishing to visit these areas and on the other, various national, non-governmental organizations and travel agencies which in some cases come together to form advisory bodies such as for example the Ecotourism Council of the United States Virgin Islands.
One may however conclude that with the exception of matters concerning the use of protected areas for tourism, the treatment of ecotourism is still confined to the conceptual level.

b. Approach to Planning

Most of the States and territories which responded to the survey provided information on the diverse initiatives which seek to integrate environmental protection, tourism and ecotourism on various levels. This was also observed in the three case studies.

It was generally made clear that where attempts are made to include environmental conservation in the management of development, ecotourism is almost invariably a component of the initiative. There are few plans for management of protected areas or land use and few regional or local development projects which do not include ecotourism. Further, with increasing consideration of environmental matters in public administration at the operational level, ecotourism is perceived as an important tool for reconciling conservation and growth. This is a proposition that, at the conceptual level at least, gives rise to no conflict. It must however be emphasized that in many of these cases large scale tourism in protected areas is being equated with ecotourism, creating the impression that the conflict between large scale tourism in protected areas and conservation or alternative uses does not exist or that it is minimal or easily resolved.

c. Priority Requirements

Among the range of factors which could contribute to the development of ecotourism, the States and territories participating in the survey emphasized as first in the order of priorities the need for infrastructure, qualified staff and an institutional framework; also high on the list, though at a secondary level, are factors such as hotel facilities and legislation; and finally incentives, transport, communications and information.

It is unclear, from the factors given priority, whether the survey subjects were thinking of ecotourism as currently practiced or as they hope to see it practiced in their States and territories; in other words, the responses do not make it clear whether the approach is that of large scale ecotourism focused on natural attractions, protected or otherwise or that of restricted ecotourism, geared towards protection of natural resources, in which local communities play a meaningful role. Either way the priorities set out seem to be more in keeping with the former.

d. Achievements and Failures of Ecotourism
It is clear from some responses that neither the achievements nor the failures associated with ecotourism are yet evident. Others emphasize certain perceptions of the benefits normally associated with ecotourism. Among the deficiencies referred to is a low level of institutional efficiency in the management of tourism. The responses point, finally, to the risks of causing degradation through expansion of tourism beyond the physical carrying capacity of the areas being visited.

In this respect, two factors are worthy of mention. In the first place, given the short history of the activity in the States and territories of the region, the benefits of ecotourism which are viewed as achievements may, in some cases, be more the expression of a hope than actual observation of real achievements. Still, the benefits referred to are, to a great extent, the benefits expected, these are referred to in the literature among real and positive experiences.

Secondly, even if no negative or positive effects of the practice of tourism were noted in some cases, the literature records the negative effects resulting from intensive and prolonged practice of ecotourism in certain areas. Ecotourism is here defined as visits to parks and other types of protected areas.

C. Guidelines for the Development of Ecotourism

The list of references to be found at the end of this document would suggest that a substantial body of literature has been developed, the operative scope of which could facilitate the creation of plans and strategies for developing ecotourism. For this reason and because of the nature of the study undertaken, this report will confine itself to some strategic proposals worthy of expression and attention.

The following questions must first be asked in a deliberate attempt to stimulate a discussion which will serve to clarify the meaning to be given to the word ecotourism:

* Does ecotourism include large scale tourism in national parks, large scale diving activities in marine parks or in marine and coastal points of interest, as well as sun, sea and sand tourism?

* Is there a conflict between the growth of ecotourism and the conservation of the natural resources involved?

* Is ecotourism important as a development strategy or as a conservation strategy? Is the ecotourism phenomenon to be studied with a view to expansion or restriction?

1. Useful References (Documents)
Without detracting from the importance of the other items on the list referred to above, it would be useful to focus attention on certain documents which may be of direct assistance to State or territorial authorities in the region for the development of specific guidelines.

The first documents which government and industry authorities should consult when designing strategies for ecotourism development are the conclusions and recommendations which comprise the synthesis of the presentations and debates of the three Caribbean Conferences on Ecotourism sponsored, to date, by the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) (1991, 1992 and 1993).

Second, mention must be made of the study by the World Wide Fund for Fund "Ecotourism Potential and Pitfalls" (Boo, 1990), which focuses on Latin America and the Caribbean with five case studies, three of which concern countries of the Wider Caribbean Region: Belize, Costa Rica and Dominica. Its conclusions, recommendations and development strategies for nature tourism appear relevant and worthy of consideration in the shaping of national plans and strategies for using protected areas with a view to ecotouristic development.

A second document of great interest is that prepared by a group of experts from the International Union for the Conservation of Nature for the International Tourism Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme, entitled "Desarrollo de Parques Nacionales y Areas Protegidas para el Turismo" ("Development of National Parks and Protected Areas for Tourism") (McNeely, Thorsell and Ceballos - Lascurain, 1992). This document sets out a number of concepts which must be considered to assess the tourist potential of protected areas and design development strategies. Among the aspects of the document which are of particular interest are a table showing the potential negative environmental effects of tourism on protected areas, a check list for assessing the tourism potential of specific protected areas, a guide for incorporating the tourism factor into protected areas management plans and guidelines for developing tourist facilities in national parks.

A document published by the East-West Center of Hawaii entitled "La economía de las áreas protegidas - Una nueva mirada a beneficios y costos" ("The Economics of Protected Areas - A New Look at Costs and Benefits"), (Dixon and Sherman, 1990) is interesting in that it sets out in a systematic way the economic costs and benefits to be considered when making decisions affecting protected areas. With respect to entry fees and the issue of numbers as they relate to the financing of the management of protected areas, a document published by the World Resources Institute "Políticas para el manejo de áreas silvestres" ("Policies to Maximize the Ecological and Economic Benefits of Nature Tourism"), provides the necessary theoretical and
practical foundations for developing a strategy for the financing of protected areas (Lindberg, 1991).

On the question of management of protected areas "Políticas para el manejo de areas silvestres" ("Natural Areas Management Policies") by Thelan and Dalfeit, published in Costa Rica in 1978, has lost none of its relevance.

"Nature Tourism - Management for the Environment" (Whelan, 1991) published by Island Press, brings together a number of important articles which are general and specific references covering, among other topics, certain ecotourism destinations, participation of local communities in ecotourism projects, commercialization of ecotourism products and recommendations for sustainable ecotourism.

A document on methodology recently published by "Centro Agronómico Tropical de Investigaciones y Enseñanza" (CATIE) under the sponsorship of the WorldWide Fund for Nature (Cifuentes, 1992) is very useful for assessing the tourist carrying capacity of protected areas.

The Corporación de Turismo de Venezuela (Venezuelan Tourism Corporation) has recently published a worthwhile document, wide-ranging in content, which deals systematically with tourism in general and ecotourism in particular in comprehensible diagrammatic style. It is of great interest as a general model of a basic document for promoting ecotourism internally among industry and government agents and for informing discussions on strategic guidelines.

2. Basic Premises

Before turning to specific factors to be considered when formulating strategies, one should take cognizance of some basic premises.

The first to be borne in mind is that, whether planned or not, ecotourism is going to take hold in this region.

The spontaneous explosion of alternative forms of tourism across the region, placing pressure on protected areas and on valuable unprotected ecosystems and resources, is a reality.

Alternative tourism is here to stay in the region and it will continue to develop whether national and territorial authorities have anything to do with it or not. Given the differing definitions of the concept, ecotourism and its variants form part of a
growing segment of the tourism market which for agents, is creating its own opportunities, challenges and obligations, none of which has anything to do with national promotion strategies. This does not mean that the product offered to visitors in the various States and territories of the region cannot be made more or less attractive so as to encourage, particularly in the medium term, smaller or larger numbers of ecotourists. The private sector of the industry will, in any case, determine local dynamics.

The second premise to be considered is that ecotourism will not by itself save the ecosystems, resources or specific environmental functions which require protection, neither will it necessarily contribute to pulling local communities out of their state of under-development; ecotourism may even become another factor serving to aggravate present processes of environmental degradation - new forces for negative environmental change may be unleashed through ill-conceived forms of ecotourism. Mechanisms must therefore be devised to maximize the expected benefits of these activities while minimizing the negative environmental impact of ecotourism.

It is for this reason that regulations governing the use of protected areas and the management capacity within national protected areas systems are important, as are the mechanisms being developed to allow local communities to benefit from tourism.

A third premise points to the need for open recognition of the fact that, in the final analysis, the private sector of the industry is the true catalyst of tourism.

There are two main areas to be considered: on the one hand, environmental conservation and protected areas development; on the other, promotion and development of environmentally sustainable tourism. In both areas, and without prejudice to the role of the public sector, the private sector, both business and non-profit (non-governmental organizations), must be actively involved.

The fourth premise emphasizes the role of government without detracting from the importance of the foregoing premise. It must be borne in mind that only government can represent the long term interests of the society. The free market is unfit to properly perform this function because of its own imperfections, the fact that environmental resources are public property, the externalities involved in consumption and production activities, imbalances in the functional and geographic distribution of wealth and income and the often negative implications for future generations of decisions made today.

What is needed is an approach which embraces the tendency towards a decentralized, non-interventionist public sector which will delegate responsibility for cultural and natural heritage to social intermediaries and to a more dynamic, imaginative private
sector, operating under clearly defined medium and long term rules which will facilitate empowerment and development.

3. Some Strategic Proposals

As was indicated at the beginning of this chapter, proposals will be few so as to minimize duplication of the abundant literature being produced in the field.

The first proposal deals with the management of protected areas. There is a need to regulate the use of protected areas now under increasing pressure with the development of that new segment of the industry which targets those interested in alternate forms of tourism. The environmental impact of ecotourism is basically a question of overload - the extent to which the number of visitors exceeds the receptive capacity of the target ecosystem. This leads to changes in the cycles of the ecosystem including the habitat of flora and fauna and eventually to the destruction of the ecosystem or of certain unique resources. Protected areas have to be assessed to determine which of them can be used for purposes of tourism and to what extent, and which cannot be used in this way.

A second proposal relates to the fees for access to protected areas. The authorities should place a value on protected resources in terms of visitor potential, harness visitor spending power through entry fees for protected areas and use these resources to finance the management of these areas. One may consider different rates for visitors of different origin (national or international), rates varying by season, "passports" for access to all the protected areas in the country over a particular period or other strategies. Rates or fees should not only cover direct administrative costs but should include an amount to cover the value of the resource involved, biodiversity, biotic resources, geological formations etc. This amount would be determined by the relative scarcity or the uniqueness of the resource in question. (See Lindberg, 1991)

A third proposal concerns the role of the private sector - profit or non-profit making - in the management of protected areas for the purpose of tourism. Non-governmental organizations can take full responsibility for managing protected areas. There have been many such very positive experiences in various States and territories of the Wider Caribbean Region (Costa Rica, Netherlands Antilles, Dominican Republic etc.). Further, even where a particular protected area is directly managed by some State entity, certain associated services, such as cafeterias, internal transport, beach facilities, camp sites, hotels etc. may be provided on a concession basis by the private business sector.
A fourth proposal points to the need to identify non-protected areas which can be developed into ecotourist attractions as either public or private protected areas, with a view towards improving the range of ecological choices within the national protected areas system as much for their intrinsic value as ecosystems - the species of flora and fauna found there, the geological formations present - as for their historical or cultural value, or with a view towards recovery of natural or man-made economic resources that have been subjected to serious degradation. In such cases, ecotourism could provide justification for singling out areas which are threatened or subjected to serious degradation so as to introduce special management practices, or it could provide the means to generate the financial resources needed.

A fifth proposal relates to training. The two groups of actors should be educated with respect to the phenomenon of ecotourism. Industry agents should be equipped with an understanding of nature, cultural heritage (biotic resources, biodiversity, geomorphology, anthropological and archaeological factors etc.), as well as of the rules which regulate national protected areas systems and of environmental standards in general. The administrative staff of protected areas on the other hand, as well as the staff of non-governmental environmental organizations should be given a knowledge of the tourist industry and of the tourism market. There is a need for biologists and other professionals involved in the field of ecology to be trained in tourism and thus equipped to handle specialized groups of visitors. At the same time, the normal training given to tour guides should include the areas mentioned above.

The sixth and final proposal deals with regulations for ecotourism. This does not mean that ecotourism itself should be regulated. What must be regulated is the use of protected natural areas intended for ecotourism. Moreover, from an environmental point of view, the most appropriate approach is that which leads to the conclusion that the tourist industry must also regulate itself to avoid the negative environmental changes which can result from attempts to take advantage of natural and cultural attractions. Strictly speaking, these are not specific regulations for the tourist industry but general ones for all economic activity. Indeed, national regulation should include environmental audits of all existing tourism projects, environmental impact assessment of new projects and financing for the enforcement of existing environmental standards in each State or territory.

However, with regard to regulation of the tourist industry, there is one additional mechanism which must be given priority because it can lead to important positive impacts. These are cooperative agreements between government and industry, in particular the hotel sub-sector, with a view to reducing effluent, reducing or adequately disposing of solid waste, installing treatment plants and rationalizing coastal plans and operations (maintenance of beaches, marinas, etc.).
II. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

A. The General Context

1. Contribution of the Tourism Sector to the Economy

It should be pointed out that the indicators presented here must be treated with caution as national accounting systems do not include accounting procedures which deal adequately with this sector; estimates of the contribution of the tourist sector to macroeconomic aggregates may be the result of different methods of calculation. Comparisons may therefore, in some cases, be subject to discussion. Further, with respect to employment, it may be that the survey itself may have given rise to confusion and it may not be at all possible to compare the responses.

Table 1 of Annex 1 (All Tables are presented in Annex I) sets out the results referred to in the following paragraphs.

a. Contribution to Gross Domestic Product

Twelve countries provided information on this question. In five countries this sector accounted for less than 10% of gross domestic product; in four others it contributed more than 10% but less than 15%; in the others, tourism was the source of more than 50% of gross domestic product.

Although one would expect that the contribution of tourism to gross domestic product would be in inverse proportion to the size of the particular country -

given the more diversified economies of the larger countries of the region and the greater dependence on tourism in many of the smaller islands - this variable shows no
clear pattern of behaviour, corresponding to types of States or territories, which would allow relative levels of contribution to gross domestic product to be linked to particular groups of States or territories. Thus for the larger countries - Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela - the contribution of tourism to gross domestic product was 1.5%, 3% and 13.1% respectively. Guyana, also a large country though less developed, reported 15%. Participating countries which could be classified as medium-sized - Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic - reported contributions from tourism activities of 7.5% and 11.5% respectively. The Eastern Caribbean islands recorded contributions ranging from 4.6% in St. Vincent and the Grenadines to 60% in Antigua and Barbuda, with 5% in Martinique, 12% in Barbados, 50% in the Turks and Caicos Islands and 55% in the Bahamas.

The percentage contribution of tourism to gross domestic product in each country may be seen as indicative of the importance of this sector in relation to other sectors of the national economy; very high contributions may be a sign of heavy economic dependence on tourism. In Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos Islands tourism bears an enormous burden. In Barbados, the Dominican Republic and Venezuela, where input is greater than 10%, tourism is a fairly important sector. It is relatively important in Costa Rica where it accounts for 7.5% of gross domestic product. For the economies of Martinique, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Mexico and Colombia, by contrast, this sector is less important - judging from this variable - as it accounts for no more than 5% of gross domestic product.

This indicator does not however reveal the relative importance of tourism activity from an international point of view. Among the States and territories of the Wider Caribbean Region, Mexico, where the tourist sector accounts for only 3% of gross domestic product, is the most important tourist destination, after the United States; Antigua and Barbuda and the Turks and Caicos Islands on the other hand, although generating more than 50% of gross domestic product through tourism activity, are of little importance in terms of their share of the international tourism market. To arrive at a better appreciation of each State or territory's position in the context of regional or international tourism, one must determine the absolute contribution of the sector to gross domestic product in each country.

b. Contribution to Employment

Only seven cases responded to this question according to the terms specified in the survey - percentage contribution to employment. Three of them - the Bahamas, Barbados and the Turks and Caicos Islands - reported that tourism contributed more
than 20% to employment. For St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Martinique and Costa Rica the contribution of the tourist sector was 10%, 4.2% and 2.5% respectively.

In Colombia and the Dominican Republic 130,000 and 50,000 jobs respectively, were directly created by tourism.

Apart from an apparent qualitative correspondence with the responses concerning contribution to gross domestic product, there was no information pointing to objective conclusions.

c. Contribution to Foreign Exchange Earnings

Eight of the States and territories responding to the questionnaire did not deal with this question, these were Antigua and Barbuda, Belize, Guyana, Martinique, Mexico, Surinam, Turks and Caicos Islands and Venezuela. The figures given by those States and territories which did respond confirmed the importance of the sector to foreign exchange earnings.

Figures given for foreign exchange earnings ranged from 25% for Costa Rica to 75% for the Bahamas with St. Vincent and the Grenadines reporting 35%, the Dominican Republic 45% and Barbados 60%.

Finally, Colombia and the Dominican Republic recorded annual foreign exchange earnings from tourism of 440 million and 1200 million American dollars respectively.

2. Hotel Capacity and Number of Visitors

Information was requested on the number of rooms, occupancy levels, annual number of visitors and number of all-inclusive resorts. Results are given in Table 1 they demonstrate the relative importance of tourism for the States and territories which participated, as tourist destinations, in the survey.

a. Number of Rooms and Occupancy Levels

Responses fell into clear categories. At the highest level was Mexico with 150,000 rooms, followed, though not closely, by Colombia with a little over 43,000 rooms; next in line were Venezuela and the Dominican Republic with between 25,000 and
30,000 rooms, the Bahamas and Costa Rica with about 13,000 rooms each, Barbados and Martinique between 6,000 and 7,000, Belize almost 3,000 and Guyana, St. Vincent and the Grenadines and Turks and Caicos with a little over one thousand rooms each. Antigua and Surinam provided no information on this topic.

Hotel occupancy levels ranged between 40% and 69%. Guyana with 40% occupancy was well below the other participating cases. Barbados, Costa Rica and Turks and Caicos reported 50% occupancy; the Bahamas, Colombia, Martinique and Mexico fell between 54% and 56%, while Venezuela and the Dominican Republic recorded 68% and 69% respectively. The other cases provided no information on occupancy levels.

Higher occupancy levels may be seen as indicative of traveller preference, attributable no doubt to lower hotel rates and possibly cheaper tourist packages. If this is so then occupancy levels may be considered an indicator of competitiveness on the tourism market.

b. All-Inclusive Resorts

The purpose behind the survey item - number of all-inclusive resorts - was to elicit information about a specific category of tourism generally considered to be the exact opposite of ecological tourism. However, as the responses to the specific survey question, of which there were eight, seemed to give different interpretations, they were of no assistance.

The informants in three cases - Barbados, Colombia and St. Vincent and the Grenadines - reported that there were no all-inclusive type hotels. Costa Rica has 192 tourist centres of which 10% were classifiable as all-inclusive. Mexico has 43 such resorts, Guyana 10, Antigua and Barbuda 6, the Bahamas 7 and Turks and Caicos only one.

c. Visitor Arrivals

The following figures for annual visitor arrivals were extracted from the responses received (figures are rounded):

Antigua and Barbuda 194,000 86,000*

Bahamas 3,600,000 1,600,000*
Barbados 394,000 105,000*
Belize 215,000 116,000*
Colombia 856,000
Costa Rica 580,000 377,000*
Martinique 751,000 409,000*
Dominican Republic 1,100,000
St. Vincent & Grenadines 155,000 97,000*
Turks & Caicos 56,000
Venezuela 598,000 244,000*

* high season

It must be borne in mind that the relationship between the annual number of visitors and the number of rooms may vary. No pattern could be observed on which to base any type of analysis.

**B. Ecotourism**

This section of the survey is aimed at establishing whether or not ecotourism is practiced in the country or territory in question, what definition is given to this concept, whether there exist similar tourism activities identified by another name and what restrictions could have halted initiatives towards developing this type of activity in cases where it could have taken place. Concepts and definitions are presented in Table 2.

Almost all the responses received offered concepts and definitions. Generally speaking, the answers revealed that ecotourism and ecological tourism are synonyms. Only in the case of Costa Rica is there a distinction - ecotourism is seen as the commercialization of the concept of ecological tourism. In its response, the Dominican Republic makes a few minor distinctions between ecotourism, alternative tourism, ecological tourism and adventure tourism.
The definitions offered include various elements: among those worthy of mention are the following. Ecotourism is defined generally as an activity centered on the observation and the enjoyment of nature. Others see it as linked exclusively to national parks and other types of protected areas where there is still an untouched environment. It is defined as an "educational-recreational activity that is organized, controlled and small-scale", as an activity to be accompanied by an "environmental interpretation and/or education programme." Other responses expand the concept even further and incorporate into it elements such as "research into and preservation of the country's natural wealth". In addition, in defining the activity, the expressions "any cultural manifestation" and "understanding the cultural history", are also used. In some responses, emphasis is placed on the economic benefits to local populations, thereby providing greater incentives for preserving protected areas and other forms of natural manifestations and cultural expressions. Finally, some responses included sporting activities such as deep-sea diving and other water sports as well as golf and horseback riding.

In the above-mentioned table, the definitions proposed contain many common elements despite greater or lesser emphasis on certain aspects, many of which are already included in more generic definitions adopted by different organizations. Nevertheless, as far as definitions are concerned, there appears to be no major discrepancies between those proposed in the responses to the survey. However, in practice, the perception of ecotourism may vary significantly from one country or territory to another.

However, the question of factors likely to have hindered the development of "ecotourism" activities was not discussed in any of the responses received although in all cases, activities of this nature were being carried out. In one case, it was pointed out that conditions were not yet appropriate for ecotourism while, in another, all the factors highlighted in the questionnaire had been present at one time or another. These factors include the absence of adequate conditions, a lack of interest on the part of relevant sectors, lack of qualified personnel, insufficient knowledge of the area, lack of understanding of the benefits to be derived from this activity and finally the reduced number of areas with natural beauty which lend themselves to ecotourism and other types of tourism.

C. Protected Areas

1. Protected terrestrial areas
Table 3 presents the total number of existing and planned protected areas, as well as their respective size. This information was given in the answers to the above-mentioned survey.

The fourteen countries which responded to the survey dealt with this question, albeit somewhat superficially with regard to planned areas. In two cases - Barbados and St. Vincent and the Grenadines - it was reported that there were no land-based protected areas even though some had been proposed and, while in four other cases, there were no definite plans to create new ones.

Certain conclusions on ecotourism and its future may be drawn from information presented earlier, on its own, or in conjunction with information gathered from the survey.

It should be stated, in absolute terms, that if the concept of ecotourism is restricted to activities such as excursions, sightseeing or other activities carried out in naturally protected areas, the greatest potential for the development of ecotourism would have to be in those countries with larger areas under protection. It has been shown that the countries with larger protected areas practice ecotourism on a larger scale: 21 areas of approximately 34,000 km² in Colombia, 6 areas of about 33,000 km² in Mexico and 38 areas of more than 73,000 km² in Venezuela. Belize, with 31 protected areas, reports that ecotourism is practiced in all of them.

However, neither the size of the protected areas nor the proportion of these areas devoted to ecotourism implies better use of ecotourism, or greater development of this activity. In fact, in Costa Rica, one of the countries where nature-oriented tourism is most developed, ecotourism is practiced in 1,200 km² in 13 of the 27 terrestrial protected areas mentioned in the survey, which covers a total area of nearly 12,000 km².

The main attraction, common to all the States and territories which responded to the survey, and present in the areas where ecotourism is practiced, is nature. However, there are other important attractions in the protected areas open to ecotourism such as cultural, historical, anthropological, archaeological, geological and scientific attractions. In one case, beaches were indicated as an important attraction.

2. Coastal protected areas
The data obtained from the survey on coastal protected areas is presented in Table 4. It should be pointed out that, in some cases, the protected areas defined as land-based include some coastal areas.

In three cases - those of Barbados, Martinique and St. Vincent and the Grenadines - there are no coastal protected areas; all other States and territories claim to have such areas, some of which are devoted to ecotourism. The largest areas were reported in Mexico and Venezuela - each having nearly 30,000 km² - followed by Costa Rica with 5,600 km² and the Bahamas with nearly 2,900 km². The other States and territories have protected coastal areas of between 700 and 1,800 km². Only Barbados and Surinam are considering the creation of new coastal protected areas.

Nature is also the most important attraction in coastal protected areas. The responses are however more specific, especially in terms of the natural attractions which represent a great diversity of ecosystems, fauna and coastal formations. With regard to fauna, avifauna and marine fauna are most prominent, with certain species in abundance, mangroves, coral reefs, beaches, special landscapes and formations; archaeological, anthropological and cultural attractions.

With the exception of the cases of Mexico and Venezuela outlined earlier, the areas in question are small. It is hoped that with the evolution of a Protocol on specially protected areas and wildlife, signed in 1992 by all the States and territories of the Wider Caribbean, will lead to a significant growth in the total size of protected coastal areas.

3. Marine protected areas

Marine protected areas cover an even smaller surface area than coastal protected areas. It is possible that the boundaries between the one and the other is not quite clear; in any event, the distinction between the three types of protected areas that have been discussed is not formally established in any of the cases studied.

The results of the survey can be found in Table 5. Eight of the cases studied in this survey provided data on marine protected areas.

Venezuela reported the greatest expanse of marine protected areas with approximately 4,400 km²; this is followed by Costa Rica with 3,100 km², Mexico with 2,300 km² and Colombia with a little under 700 km². At the other extreme, the Turks and Caicos Islands with 31, Antigua and Barbuda with 25, and Belize with 2 km², respectively.
The attractions mentioned are virtually the same as those specified for the coastal zones, except that there is great emphasis on sporting activities such as deep-sea diving and recreational fishing. Also highlighted were the whales in Colombia, and the marine prairies of Venezuela.

**D. Non-protected areas**

There were very few responses to this question. One observation which could probably be generalized and applied to most of the countries and territories of the Wider Caribbean is that made by Belize which states that ecotourism-related activities take place in almost the entire country and that it would be very difficult to identify all the non-protected areas where this type of activity is carried out.

**Table 6** sets out the answers to this section of the survey. Barbados and the Dominican Republic are the only countries attempting to quantify these areas. The former states that ecotourism is practiced in only three non-protected areas; the annual number of visitors has increased to 280 thousand. The latter lists 5 land-based and 7 non-protected coastal areas which are visited by 12 thousand and 304 thousand tourists respectively each year. In both cases, the figures provided correspond to a rather high proportion in relation to the annual total number of visitors to the country.

**E. Frequency of Visitors and Areas most Visited**

It was only necessary to answer this section of the survey if the section relating to protected and non-protected areas was not completed; the question was not always correctly interpreted.

Seven countries and territories provided no information on the frequency of visitors. Of those that did, only Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic provided some figures.

Costa Rica stated that 280 thousand local tourists and 318 thousand foreign tourists visited protected areas during 1992. The Dominican Republic estimated that some 389 thousand visits were made to areas of special interest such as islands with undeveloped beaches, cays and zones of high biodiversity and outstanding geological formations.
The other cases gave qualitative information on the frequency of visits. In Antigua and Barbuda, the areas most frequently visited were Devil's Bridge and some reefs. Guyana has a number of areas as designated tourist zones which are included in the packages offered to visitors and these are, consequently, the most frequently visited. Martinique points out that the attraction to which most visitors go is the ruins of St. Pierre, a city destroyed in 1902 by a volcanic eruption; the ruins were declared a part of the heritage of mankind. St. Vincent and the Grenadines noted that the areas most frequently visited were those most easily accessible (the Botanical Garden) or most promoted (waterfalls) or exceptionally appealing for excursions (cays). Surinam indicated that the areas most visited were those with natural attractions, indigenous to the country. On the other hand, Venezuela reported that the most frequently visited areas were those developed for ecotourism, the main attraction of which was wildlife, especially avifauna.

The responses to this aspect of the survey are outlined in Table 7 of Annex 1.

F. Institutions, Standards and Planning

Tables 8 and 9 present the answers relating to these matters in the survey. None of the States and territories responding to the survey indicated economic policies affecting tourism or related activities, except for Guyana and St. Vincent and the Grenadines where reference was made to the existence of fiscal incentives for the expansion of tourism infrastructure, and Martinique where the economic policies of France apply to the territory.

1. Organizations involved in Ecotourism

Generally speaking, the questions were aimed at identifying those organizations responsible for or with interest in the tourism sector and in environmental protection. It may be said that these organizations, in addition to being actively involved in the study, promotion and organization of ecotourism, have a "potential" vocation towards this activity which, sooner or later, will cause them to become more involved.

Nevertheless, a number of organizations are already developing activities relating to certain types of ecotourism. They are basically organizations responsible for administering protected areas and have an almost direct link to large contingents of
tourists interested in visiting them and to various national non-governmental organizations and travel agencies.

Costa Rica has declared that there are several tourist agencies offering ecological tourism packages. Its National Parks Service is very involved in promoting ecotourism in some protected areas. In Mexico, several non-governmental organizations, as well as a governmental organization, the National Tourism Foundation, (FONATUR) are promoting ecotourism. In the Dominican Republic, the National Parks Administration created a Department of Ecotourism and there was at least one tourism agency specializing in ecotourism. In St. Vincent and the Grenadines, an advisory group on Ecotourism was established while in Suriname a company was formed to develop the tourist areas (METS) and it is believed that they are taking ecotourism aspects into consideration. In the Turks and Caicos Islands, there are some non-governmental organizations involved in ecotourism while in Venezuela, several of these organizations as well as government agencies in the tourism sector have begun to develop ecotourism.

2. Criteria for regulating tourism and the environment

Colombia, Costa Rica, Martinique (French standards), Mexico and Venezuela are the countries which possess the most developed legislative framework in the area of environmental protection. In the other States and territories responding to the survey, there are different legal bodies dealing with the question of the environment: it was difficult to determine the scope of these bodies from the answers to the survey. In none of these responses were criteria aimed at regulating tourism activities mentioned. The Dominican Republic was the only country to make reference to a management plan developed in 1990 but never implemented. Furthermore, it is the only country which did not mention the existence of any legal instrument that addresses the protection of the environment. Colombia indicated a draft study of policies and guidelines for the development of ecotourism.

3. Planning

With the exception of Belize, Barbados, Martinique and St. Vincent and the Grenadines, the countries and territories reported the existence of various types of initiatives for integrating environmental protection, tourism and ecotourism into development plans.
The following are the most significant aspects relating to planning. Worthy of mention are those countries where ecotourism is an important element in the creation and management of protected areas (Colombia), in regional management plans (Costa Rica), in environmental management plans for coastal areas appropriate for tourism (Mexico), in the incorporation of environmental protection into plans for tourism development, management, management plans for parks, among other initiatives (Dominican Republic), into management plans for physical, insular and tourism development (Turks and Caicos) and in the Sustainable Development Plan for Tourism and Recreation in the Amazon (Venezuela).

The responses also contained references to plans for developing areas where ecotourism would be an important element. The following initiatives are worthy of mention: the development of a Marine Reserve for Birds and a Wildlife Sanctuary in Antigua and Barbuda; the national evolutionary conservation strategy of Barbados; the identification and study in Colombia of protected areas where ecotourism could be vital for regional development; a plan for the Guanacaste conservation zone in Costa Rica; designation of areas with conditions appropriate for ecotourism within the context of the Mexican government's environmental management plans; the development of certain areas in the Dominican Republic where private-sector ecotourism would be the main focus; studies on cays in St. Vincent and the Grenadines; the identification of certain protected areas for ecotourism (Suriname) and; plans for an integrally-planned environmental tourism centre in Venezuela.

G. Current Status of Ecotourism

Table 10 presents the responses to the survey questions relating to priority requirements for the development or sustainability of ecotourism, to local facilities and/or experience in the area of training for ecotourism and to the achievements or shortcomings of ecotourism.

1. Priority Requirements

The survey identifies nine factors likely to contribute to the development or sustainability of ecotourism as well as the need to establish an order of priority among them. Those factors likely to be given the highest priority (Nos. 1, 2 and 3 in the hierarchy were selected and are presented in Table 10. The following are the factors that were given the highest priority by the countries and territories which responded to the survey. The number of times that the factor was selected is also indicated:

Infrastructure 7
Qualified personnel 6  
Institutions 5  
Hotel facilities 4  
Legislation 4  
Incentives 3  
Transport/communication 3  
Information 2  

It may be observed that the factors "infrastructure", "qualified personnel" and "institutional structure" were most frequently chosen as priority factors for the development or sustainability of ecotourism. These were followed by the factors "hotel facilities" and "legislation", which were given equal weight; then by "incentives" and "transport and communication". Finally, the factor "information" was mentioned in only two cases.

2. Local facilities and experience in each country for training in ecotourism

Countries and territories were asked whether or not they possessed adequate infrastructure or experience to train persons in ecotourism, whether they foresaw future demand in this area and if they were planning to carry out training programmes in ecotourism. Five countries did not respond to this survey item; of those that did, the responses were varied.

Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Colombia, Mexico and St. Vincent and the Grenadines reported that they possessed neither the necessary facilities nor local experience locally to train their staff in ecotourism. Costa Rica and Venezuela, on the other hand, have the necessary experience and local facilities to provide training in ecotourism. All seven agreed, however, that there was a growing demand for training.

Turks and Caicos did not respond either to the question regarding facilities and experience for training nor to possible future demand for training.

In the case of the Bahamas, Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico and Venezuela, there are plans for training in ecotourism. There are no such plans in Antigua and Barbuda or in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Turks and Caicos recognizes that training is a necessity and that this need could be satisfied through in-house seminars.
3. Achievements and failures of ecotourism

No responses were received from Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Belize, Guyana, Martinique or Surinam. Those countries that did respond to this question, however, generally did not refer to geography.

In three cases, Barbados, Colombia and Mexico, success was linked to fairly specific aspects, the most important of which is conservation. It was pointed out that ecotourism has given greater value to conservation activities has won greater respect for the natural and cultural environment, and has increased public awareness. The countries also indicated that ecotourism has encouraged activities aimed at protecting certain species. On the other hand, among the successes attributed to ecotourism are the diversification of the tourism industry, the popularization of conservationist values, economic benefits to local communities and certain programmes for assisting indigenous communities.

Costa Rica considers that the achievements that may be attributed to ecotourism are not yet evident in that country. Turks and Caicos, which considers its tourism to be 100% ecotourism, warns of the risks associated with this activity. St. Vincent and the Grenadines, as well as Venezuela, list among achievements, acceptance of or interest in this activity.

With regard to the failures associated with ecotourism, responses to the survey were quite varied. Barbados, as well as Turks and Caicos, pointed to the risk of degradation caused by visitor overload. Colombia has indicated out that these failures are linked to poor management of tourism on the part of institutions and a lack of adequate planning. Costa Rica and Mexico have reported no failures linked to this activity. St. Vincent and the Grenadines has cited instances in which the activity led to the displacement of a local community. Venezuela declared that its failures were linked to lack of resources available to the organization responsible for the management of national parks.
III. CASE STUDIES

A. Netherlands Antilles - Bonaire

1. Ecotourism in Bonaire - Summary

The concept of ecotourism that is considered appropriate by the official tourist sector on the Island, is in keeping with the definition proposed by the World Tourism Organization which defines ecotourism as trips for the purpose of enjoying nature (Pieters v.c.).

In general terms, the official tourism sector as well as the industry feel that the type of tourism practiced on the Island is ecotourism. However, according to the conservationists, if they may be so called, who are represented by the protected areas administration, the type of tourism practiced in the Island is not entirely ecotourism. There is no clear consensus among by the tourist operators regarding the need to limit the expansion of the industry and to restrict tourist activities.

The Island's Tourism Corporation is promoting a large-scale project, with a strong ecotourism slant and special emphasis on the cultural and historical aspects. This project would be based in Rincon, in the interior of the Island.

2. The Case of Bonaire

a. General description of the Island

Bonaire is an Island with a surface area of just over 200km2, located in the Caribbean Sea just off the coast of Venezuela. It, along with other Islands in the Caribbean forms part of the Netherlands Antilles. The Island is governed by an Executive Council which enjoys relative autonomy. The Island has a population of about 11,000 inhabitants. The most populated area and capital is Kralendijk.

The main economic activities in Bonaire are tourism and the salt production industry; both of these activities are directly related to the nature of the Island's resources. In
fact, the type of tourism activity carried out on the Island may be described as nature tourism. This is therefore the main attraction for tourists, in particular the marine and coastal resources which, given the special geological, geographical and climatic conditions on the Island, lend themselves to underwater activities. Additionally, salt mining depends heavily on the topographical conditions in the western tip of the Island and on certain climatic and oceanographic factors.

b. Protected areas

i. Bonaire Marine Park

The most significant protected area on the island is the Bonaire Marine Park. There, natural resources on which underwater tourism depends are protected. Underwater tourism is the most vibrant economic activity on the island, represented by the sea and the coral formations which occur and the rich marine flora and fauna. The latter extends along the entire coastline of the island in a belt that stretches from the high tide line to the isoline some 200 feet (60 meters) deep; the total area of the park is 8,500 hectares which is divided into 5,900 land-based hectares and 2,600 marine hectares.(De Meyer and Hensen v.c.).

The Bonaire Marine Park was created in 1979 by an ordinance passed by the island's Executive Council, and later ratified by the government of the Netherland Antilles. A management programme for the marine and coastal resources of the island was also created, sanctioned by a contract between the Government of Bonaire and a private organization which is responsible for its administration.

The administration of the park was originally assumed by the Foundation in 1979 with initial funding from the Worldwide Fund for Nature. However, it did not receive further funding and when the above donation was depleted, the administration of the park collapsed and activities ground to a virtual halt. Since then, the Consejo de Operadores de Recursos Submarinos (CURO), has assumed responsibility for some of the activities formerly carried out by the park's administration, particularly the maintenance and management of the system of buoys used for anchoring deep-sea divers' vessels. Recently, in 1991, the park's administration was re-activated with funding from the Dutch Government to cover the budget up to and including 1993. The condition imposed was that the park should be self-financing in the future by means of a visitor-fee system and that this system should be formalized by an appropriate legal instrument. This condition has been met (Reubold and Van't Hof, 1991).
In any event, the limitations of the park's administrative system must be taken into consideration as it is operated by only 3 persons. (De Meyer and Hensen v.c.).

Deep-sea diving activities play an important role in the Bonaire economy; the sustainability of the economic benefits derived from these activities will only be possible if the exceptional quality of the island's underwater environment is maintained. Protection of the natural coastal and marine resource base is, in fact, the main objective of the marine park.

Success in the efforts to conserve these resources will generate constant economic benefits from underwater tourism; failure will lead to a gradual deterioration of the marine environment, to a decline in tourist interest in these attractions and to a fall in the revenue generated by these activities. On the other hand, this should show the profitability of other "properly" protected areas in the Caribbean, in particular, the U.S. Virgin Islands' National Park and the Cahuita Marine Park (Costa Rica) where the cost/benefit ratio should be approximately 1:10. These were some of the arguments put forward in favour of an annual fee for diving in the park, a charge which, as anticipated, was accepted and established (Bonaire Marine Park, 1991).

The budget for the marine park for 1993 was some US$350,000; US$200,000 to be raised through licence fees and US$150,000 from the Dutch Government for further development of the park. This subvention will not be renewed in 1994 (Hensen v.c.). The budget proposed for 1992 took into consideration that 57% would be allocated to salaries, 39% to operational costs and 4% to depreciation (Bonaire Marine Park, 1991).

The fees collected from the use of the park, established by law, can only be used for its management, that is, for general administrative costs, maintenance of the buoys and other installations, surveillance, education and information, research and follow-up, and the generation of revenue.

The management of all protected areas is the responsibility of the National Parks' Foundation, STINAPA, which was previously mentioned, a non-governmental conservation organization, in which the Bonaire Executive Council plays a limited role by way of a representative on the nine-member board of directors.

The administration of the Bonaire Marine is assisted and supervised to a certain extent by an advisory council which includes representatives from private sector tourism.

ii. Other protected areas
The Washington-Slagbaai National Park, which occupies a significant portion of the western end of the island, is potentially an important complementary attraction to the marine park which is certainly the island's main attraction.

It is located on two large properties acquired by the Government of Bonaire and its use is determined by a sales contract arrangement which stipulates that these properties may not be acquired for development in the areas of agro-fisheries, industry or traditional and urban tourism. There is no other official instrument which gives the status of a national park to a parcel of land (Newton v.c.).

As mentioned earlier, STINAPA is also responsible for the administration of the Washington-Slagbaai Park. The foundation's budget for the Park rose to US$ 200,000 in 1993, including a US$ 15,000 government subsidy.

It must be pointed out here that, as anticipated, an initiative aimed at developing tourism in the Rincón area is underway and that a banking entity has financial interest in it. This initiative is expected to generate some amount of employment. Rincón is currently a residential town with no significant economic activity. It is not a part of the park but it is located near to it and is along the same route. Moreover, it has its own historical and cultural value (Pieters v.c.).

There are other protected areas on the island including the flamingo sanctuary and other areas which enhance the value of Bonaire as an alternative tourist destination.

c. Environmental considerations

The main instrument on environmental matters promulgated by the Bonaire Government is the Marine Environment Ordinance. This is the Ordinance that established the Bonaire Marine Park. One of the main features of the text is that it creates the Environmental Committee, a body which would involve the participation of the public and private sector and which gives its opinion on any project which may affect the marine environment. (Newton v.c.).

There may be a potential conflict between promoters of tourism activities and conservationists. Those who adopt a conciliatory position argue that, since tourism is the main source of revenue for conservation, there should rightly be a meeting and an alliance between the conflicting parties. (Pieters v.c.).

On the other hand, incentives towards industrial and hotel development --exemption from all taxes on new investments for up to 10 years-- conflict somewhat with
approaches to restrict tourism development expansion. Exemption, in any event, is not automatic; companies must request and qualify for this benefit.

The physical zoning of the island has emerged as vitally important for regulating land use, especially in the coastal belt. In the absence of proper control, residential and hotel development tends to be haphazard with no proper control. Although general guidelines for the establishment of a legal body have already been approved, various steps are still needed to conclude the zoning project.

The zoning project stipulates that at the same time, a general framework for protected areas as well as the development of studies on their carrying capacities be established.

The tourism industry favours two main aspects of environmental sustainability: the conservation of coastal and marine resources and, limitation of the expansion of the industry. The industry would agree to a master plan, including land-use zoning, in order to avoid case by case decisions. There is, however, a great potential for conflict when such concepts must be reconciled in the case of specific initiatives. (Loberg and Pieters v.c.).

The island authorities has been developing several initiatives geared towards ensuring the sustainability of underwater tourism activities. Important among these is the need for a special permit for operators of underwater activities, especially for divers. To obtain these permits, interested persons must participate in annual courses. Also, a fee of US$10 must be paid for a one-year permit to dive in the Bonaire Marine Park.

Although the Marine Park was only created in 1979, by the beginning of the decade of the seventies the government had already begun to pass legislation aimed at protecting the coastal and marine environment. The following restrictions have been imposed over the past 20 years:

- harpoon fishing is prohibited;
- no plants or animals, whether living or dead, may be taken from the waters, including corals;
- no substance may be extracted from the seabed;
- fishing is restricted;
- the use of anchors is prohibited, including on sand banks (ships have access to mooring buoys);
- there are protected areas in no type of recreational activity may take place.

Programmes at the hotel school on the island, as well as activities designed to improve public awareness of the need to protect the island's marine and coastal ecosystems, are contributing to achieving the above-mentioned objective.

### d. Tourism in Bonaire

#### i. Main attractions

As mentioned earlier, the type of tourism that has been developing on the island is specialized, associated with the natural conditions that the island offers for underwater exploration. Moreover, within the area of underwater activity, in which two main areas can be identified, namely sports, focussed on harpoon fishing, and nature watch; Bonaire laws prohibit the former. Consequently, tourism in Bonaire is aimed at a very specific segment of the market.

The type of tourism referred to is highly competitive as the interested tourist can choose among several destinations in the Caribbean region (Cozumel, Cayman Islands, Virgin Islands) from which to choose, all catering to this segment of the market. This is aside from the fact that there are other emerging destinations, such as Cuba, planning to offer the same attractions.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that they are of very little significance in economic terms, the island has other natural, historical and cultural attractions. Among the natural attractions are the land-based ecosystems, many of them within the Washington-Slagbaai Park, a flamingo sanctuary and the salt ponds in the western end of the island. Among the artificial attractions worthy of mention are the town of Rincón - which is becoming the centre for an ecotourism programme - and the salt industry.

The development of other attractions in order to diversify the island's tourism industry has been proposed. Among the natural attractions suggested are deep-sea fishing, yachting and the construction of beaches. Representatives of the private and public tourist sector emphasize, in particular, "non natural" attractions such as casino gambling. Some believe that attractions based on nature and those that are non-natural would only be complementary, not competitive. It is also suggested that one would not be dealing with different segments of the market (Loberg v.c.). Authorities in the environment sector are reluctant to create other tourist attractions (Pieters v.c.).
The main setback to the development of other alternatives would be the scarcity of manpower. Increased investment would entail the "importation" of manpower. In terms of the effect on the hotel industry, the need for more training opportunities has been suggested and, although there is a certain measure of training at the secondary level and access to hotel schools in Aruba and Curacao, a hotel programme needs to be created for the island. (Loberg v.c.).

As mentioned earlier, development has begun on an ecotourism plan centred on the town of Rincón, in the interior of the island, based not only on the natural resources but also emphasizing the historical and cultural aspects.

ii. Underwater tourism

The following are the reasons which would make Bonaire an attractive tourist destination for underwater explorers (Newton v.c.):

- The coral reefs are close to the coastline and there is no continental shelf.

- The island is far from the influence of the great rivers (Amazon, Orinoco).

- The island is also, outside of the zones likely to be affected by meteorological disturbances, such as hurricanes and storms, which are common to the Caribbean; it has been over 100 years since Bonaire was last affected by any such phenomena.

- The greatest variety of species of coral present in comparison to other competing destinations.

- Conservationist activities carried out in the park area long before its establishment in 1979.

Underwater activity is managed by 15 entities, almost all transnational, with agencies in Europe and the United States of America, which offer all-inclusive tourist packages, including licences to dive in the marine park (De Meyer and Hensen v.c.).

The costs for tourists to use the marine park, in addition to the annual charge of US$10, is US$35 for each dive. It has been found that, on average, a tourist makes about 10 dives throughout his stay; about 2 or 3 dives per day. (De Meyer v.c.) Therefore, at the rate of one visit per year, the cost for the average tourist to "use" the park would be in about US$360. It is obvious that the licence fee is minimal for the average diver.

iii. Visitor arrivals
The island welcomed some 50,000 tourists in 1991, 40-50% of whom were divers (Bonaire Tourism Corporation, 1992; Newton v.c). This number is close to the maximum limit of the carrying capacity of the park; this capacity may, however, be increased through training programmes to change the divers' behaviour. On the other hand, it is believed that coastal development is already too excessive. The following table illustrates the recent development of underwater activities on the island (Bonaire Marine Park, 1992):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of diver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>4,682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6,833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>8,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>7,922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>8,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>11,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>13,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>16,081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>14,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>16,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>18,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 (up to May)</td>
<td>7,641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the figures above illustrate, there is a considerable growth in the activity. The cumulative annual increase in the number of direct users of the park - divers - for the period 1980-1991 was 13.2%. If the number of divers recorded up to May of each year is taken into account, for the period 1980-1992, the rate of cumulative annual increase would be 12.1%.
The number of dives from ships, up to May 1992, was about 36,137, that is, 4.73 per diver. The real average is smaller since many dives were made from the coast (Bonaire Marine Park, 1992).

On the other hand, the number of operating enterprises has grown from 4 in 1980 to 15 in 1993. (Bonaire Marine Park, 1992; De Meyer and Hensen v.c.).

The number of visitors for the first nine months of 1992 grew by almost 13% in comparison with the same period of 1991. That growth is divided into 24% for the European market and 12% for the South American market. The figures for those not identified as well as the rest of the world decreased because the number of countries surveyed increased.

The number of visitors arriving in 1990 and 1991 was 41,318 and 49,534, respectively. Projections for 1992, based on a ten-year period, equating receptive tourism with tourism demand and supposing that the historical tendency will continue, is a total of 56,000 visitors.

It was estimated that visitor spending for 1990 would increase to US$5.4 million (Bonaire Tourism Office, 1990).

Excursionists - cruise ship passengers who do not stay overnight on the island - showed a significant increase in 1992. (The statistics distinguish between tourists and excursionists; both groups belong to the category of "visitors".)

iv. Tourism Incentives

With a view to encouraging the development of hotel infrastructure, tax exemptions for up to 10 years have been introduced for companies whose projects qualify. This minor tax exemption affects both property taxes and income and customs taxes. However, exemption is not automatic; companies must clearly request this incentive and qualify for it.

B. Costa Rica

1. Ecotourism in Costa Rica - Summary
The category recognized by the Costa Rican Tourism Institute is ecological tourism (Hernandez v.c.). In its response to the survey on ecotourism carried out among its focal points by the Regional Coordinating Unit of the Caribbean Environment Programme, Costa Rica defined ecological tourism as an activity aimed at the enjoyment, research and protection of the natural wealth of a country. It has also been defined as the planned practice of tourism in protected areas, linked to the awareness of one's country's natural and socio-cultural assets. (Salazar v.c.).

The Costa Rican Ministry of Tourism, in referring to the need to rationally utilize the country's natural resources, maintains that "...the most rational use of the country's natural resources under the present circumstances is in the area of ecological tourism, which is considered to be an activity which achieves the following objectives (Chacon, 1992a):

- Strictly-controlled use of the environment, thereby ensuring its integrity and stability;

- A substantial contribution to the inflow of foreign currency;

- Improved socio-economic conditions in the regions where this tourism activity takes place;

- Preservation of the cultural assets of the population;

- Promoting the development of an environmental culture; and

- Incentive to local tourism.

In Costa Rica, the term "ecotourism" corresponds to the commercial application of the concept of ecological tourism. The term has even been patented by a local firm involved in tourism (Gamez v.c.). However, in this chapter, the term "ecotourism" continues to be used as the equivalent of ecological tourism.

In any event, from the point of view of the national authorities and those involved in the tourism industry, ecological tourism is the type of tourism currently carried out in the national parks of Costa Rica. Nevertheless, there is an attempt to improve current practices in tourism in the national parks, orienting them more towards a model as described in previous definitions.

Tourist operators in Costa Rica have played an important role in promoting the country internationally as a choice destination for nature tourism. They have capitalized on the national priority which the government has ascribed to ecotourism,
on the existence of a formal national system of protected areas with an appropriate infrastructure already in place, on the advantage for travellers to be able to visit various natural ecosystems in a short time and on the incentives offered by government to the tourism industry since 1985.

Ecotourism is also practiced in private protected areas, the best-known of which is the Monte Nuboso Monteverde Biological Reserve, which is administered by a non-governmental organization.

The ecotourist is considered to be a different type of tourist. Nevertheless, there is no objective information regarding this type of visitor to the country. Some agents specializing in nature tourism believe that the number of visitors who can be classified as ecotourists is minimal, distinguishing them from the tourist who wishes to experience nature but who does not wish to sacrifice his time or comfort. These tourists have even been referred to as "Disneyworld Tourists" (Gamez v.c.). Fairly recent studies carried out on the basis of airport interviews have revealed that of the 30% of visitors interviewed, nature was one of the factors that caused them to visit a country: more than 50% had visited a protected area during their stay (Boo, 1990).

It must be pointed out that Costa Rica was awarded the San Francisco de Asis International Prize for the Environment in Italy for its project entitled "Cantico a todas las criaturas" (Ode to all living things) in the category "effective and successful action", in recognition of the country's "constant interest in conservation, for the creation of a System of National Parks and the National Institute on Biodiversity" (Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining, 1992a).

In Costa Rica, the protected wildlife represent today the main tourist attraction in the country. These areas account for 1.3 million hectares which is a significant portion of the country's surface area.

It is strongly believed that the potential for tourism development in protected areas is enormous, given that for various reasons of infrastructure, only 1% of protected areas is now being used for tourist activities. (Chacon v.c.). However, if the limitations recognized by the authorities in the natural resources sector with regard to number of visitors that can be accommodated annually in the areas considered, without including plans for development or regulation, any expansion of tourism will entail a risk of deterioration of the national parks (Alfaro v.c.).

In accordance with statistics published by the National Parks Service of Costa Rica (Bermudez, 1992), the national parks received almost 500,000 visitors in 1991; of that number, 55% were foreigners who in turn accounted for 54% of the international visitors to the country in the same year, some 505,000 according to information
received from the Tourism Institute of Costa Rica (1992). The total number of visitors to the park grew from 1986 to 1991, at an average annual rate of 13.6%. Taking account of foreign visitors alone, the annual average rate reached the significant figure of 31.3%. If this latter percentage is compared to an increase in the number of international visitors to Costa Rica over the same period, i.e. 14.1% on average per year, is easy to conclude that there is a growing number of international tourists showing interest in nature tourism.

Among the initiatives undertaken by the Government of Costa Rica through its relevant bodies, the adoption of the concept of "protected area", which is wider than protected wildlife because it includes buffer zones and other non-protected areas, is worthy of mention. Other noteworthy initiatives are the establishment of regional committees for protected areas, the first level of management and for ensuring representation by all private or public organizations and institutions, directly or indirectly involved in the management of the area in question. Both elements are appropriate for the development of a type of tourism consistent with the definitions of ecotourism given above.

On the other hand, in addition to all the training in tourism available in Costa Rica and which will be dealt with further in this article, one must note that a private university, the Latin American University for Science and Technology (ULACIT) is developing a training programme in ecotourism at both the undergraduate and postgraduate (Masters) levels.

2. The Case of Costa Rica

a. Protected areas

Since 1990, the management of natural resources in Costa Rica has been centralized in the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining (MIRENEM). Its main functions include administering legislation regarding conservation and the rational use of natural resources, establishing through executive decrees, binding rules and regulations for the rational use and protection of natural resources, negotiating and granting permits and concessions in this area, establishing and developing environmental training programmes, taking inventories of natural resources, etc.

As far as protected areas are concerned, the Ministry is assisted in these functions by the National Parks service and the General Forestry Division.
The categories of protected wildlife recognized in Costa Rica include national parks, biological reserves, national monuments, forestry reserves, protected areas and wildlife sanctuaries. The protected wildlife system, which was established in 1963 with the creation of the first area, has ensured the protection of representative samples of the main ecosystems in the country through the establishment of 72 other areas. According to the following figures, almost all of these were established after 1970: (MIRENEM, 1992d).

**Year Protected areas established**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Protected areas established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 1970</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-1975</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-1980</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-1985</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-1990</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11**, shows the number of protected areas according to categories as well as total surface area. The most popular category of protection is that of national parks. Generally speaking, there has been a process of transformation of forestry reserves, protected areas and wildlife sanctuaries into national parks. In 1991, 5 forestry reserves were converted to national parks. These parks, which total 18, occupy a land-based area of almost 480,000 hectares (44% of the land space protected) and marine area of 314,000 hectares. In terms of surface area, the following areas continue to be significant: forestry reserves (303,000 hectares in 9 reserves), protected areas (160,000 hectares in 28 zones) and animal wildlife reserves (126,000 hectares in 8 reserves).

The Forestry Administration has responsibility for forestry reserves, protected areas, reserves for wild fauna and national woodlands. Some 46 protected areas account for almost 589,000 hectares. The Division has 89 staff members who are not able to carry out all the management functions required. Nineteen of these areas are unmanned while seven others have only one member of staff. The average surface area monitored by one person in 1990 was 7,083 hectares.
The National Parks Service is responsible for national parks, biological reserves and national monuments. This represents 26 areas covering 497,000 hectares of land space and 314,000 hectares of marine space. There were 346 officers in 1990, each with responsibility for 865 hectares. Only a few protected islands do not have officers from the Parks Service.

As a new approach in the management strategy of protected areas, the government has recently developed the National Protected Areas System, a new management model aimed at transforming some of the principles upon which the protected areas system has been built since 1970. The new perspective is to "consolidate the protection of the most important natural and related ecosystems in the country as well as their biodiversity and integrate them in a sustainable manner into the process of economic development of the rural areas and of the country in general". (MIRENEM, 1992a; 1992d) These protected areas include contiguous management categories, buffer zones and related non protected areas. The overall management of the protected areas is the responsibility of the Regional Committees, one for each protected area, representing the resident communities, organizations likely to be involved and private enterprise. These committees should be involved at the first stage of approval, coordination, support and follow-up to plans and programmes carried out in the area in question.

On the other hand, MIRENEM, in an effort to consolidate the country's natural heritage, has been developing a programme of land acquisition in wildlife, both to incorporate them into national parks and to contribute to buffer zones around these protected areas. The programme has suffered the normal setbacks to this type of initiative: lack of public funds. In any case, the concept of buffer zones does not require that these belong to or be managed by the State; the idea is to carry out in these areas, agricultural and/or forestry practices that are consistent with the management plans for protected areas and with the notion of sustainable development.

Up until 1982, the financial requirements of the protected areas system were met almost entirely through State funding. The government's support was strong and grew for several years. However, the financial crisis of the eighties took its toll on the protected areas system and the budget granted to the system in 1985 was 33% of the budget it received in 1981, although the system continued to expand in terms of the surface area covered. New sources of funding had to be sought: non-governmental organizations involved in conservation and established for that purpose as well as international conservation organizations played an important role in sourcing and channelling external funding towards the system. In 1990, the total amount of funds spent on the protected areas system was US$6.3 million of which, a little more than US$2.2 million was from external sources. (MIRENEM, 1992d).
The recurrent budget for the protected areas system is funded through fees collected for entry to the parks, with some contribution from the government's recurrent budget and the remainder from a heritage fund through which external debt is exchanged (exchange of debt for nature, also referred to as "swaps"). This type of operation did not interest the Costa Rican government for long because the discount rates were greatly reduced. (Alfaro v.c.).

Through donations from international non-governmental and governmental organizations, Costa Rica has been able to negotiate a little over US$85 million, at a discounted value, into local currency for the conservation and management of protected areas and to carry out research projects, sustainable production from its woodlands and reforestation. (MIRENEM, 1992d).

The system generated its own funds, albeit less than those collected through entrance fees, from what is collected from researchers and users of the facilities. (MIRENEM, 1992d).

Entrance fee to any public national parks does not exceed 200 colons. This is a meager sum when one imagines that this type of collection accounts for a significant portion of the national park's budget. To overcome this situation, a funding strategy has being developed in which two proposals are being made. One of them, which is a bill, proposes to introduce a system of differentiated fees between local and foreign tourists, which would significantly raise the average entrance fee. The other proposal is the so-called "gold pass", a kind of passport which would give access to all national parks in Costa Rica. Both initiatives would bring in about half a million dollars in entrance fees (Alfaro v.c.).

The Monteverde park, a very popular private protected area, charges 500 colones per person, which amounts to some 80,000,000 colones per year. Although this covers the cost of staffing for the park, the park also receives funding from other sources (Alvaro v.c.).

Although no studies have been carried out into the carrying capacity of the various protected areas for which the Ministry has responsibility, there is concern regarding over-loading which has already been detected. Tourism activity is concentrated in two areas, the Valle central and the Pacifico Medio; there are also small, fragile areas such as Manuel Antonio, Carara and Cabo Blanco which, although they do not have conditions that are appropriate for tourism activities, were visited in 1991 by 23.6% of the foreign visitors to Costa Rica. Nevertheless, there are regions with wildlife where tourism activity is just being developed.
On the basis of the Ministry's own experience, there are attempts to exercise tighter controls over the pressures to which the parks are subjected. For example, in the small but popular Manuel Antonio Park which, was visited by 23.6% of foreign visitors to Costa Rica in 1991, permits for camp sites have been abolished. On the other hand, agreements are being sought with the private sector to reduce the number of visitors from the current 3,000 to 1,000 per day (Bermudez, 1992; Hernandez v.c.). In any event, studies are being carried out into the capacity of six parks funded by the Costa Rican Tourism Institute, with a view to formulating a management agreement with the University of Costa Rica (Chacon v.c.). Moreover, certain guidelines have been imposed and quotas have been established by government decree.

The Monteverde park limits the number of its visitors through a reservation system. In the La Selva reservation, which is administered by another non-governmental organization called the Tropical Studies Organization, only 76 persons are admitted each day.

As far as the importance and need for a system of control of the number of visitors is concerned, it must be pointed out that, if present conditions allow the number of visits to national parks to continue to increase at the levels of the past decade, and up to the year 2000, (the average annual growth rate for the period 1982-1991 and 1986 to 1991 were 10.3% and 13.6% respectively), the number of visitors to protected areas could reach levels of between 1.2 and 1.6 million annually.

Later in this report, in the section dealing with visitor arrivals, a quantitative background will be given to visits made to national parks in Costa Rica.

b. Environmental considerations

The Public Health Law (Ley General de Salud) provides the general legal framework for environmental matters. The preoccupation with this theme in Costa Rica, however, led to the formulation of a Draft Environmental Code 17 years ago which, for various reasons, has not yet been through all the legislative channels (Hernandez v.c.).

At the instigation of MIRENEM, the General Environmental Law is now under discussion. This framework law reflects the environmental policy and its main objective is to foster harmony between the human being and his environment. Concretely, the law proposes to establish fundamental rules relating to protection and use of natural resources and to the planned management of the human environment. It seeks also to avoid contamination of physical resources (air, water,
soil, landscape), damage to biotic resources (flora, fauna) and deterioration of the human environment. (MIRENEM, 1992c).

The draft law seeks to make binding the conduct of environmental impact studies before any initiatives are undertaken. It also stipulates that protection and improvement of the environment are of public concern. It promotes land-use management, planning for urban development industrialization as well as economic and social development by establishing mechanisms for inter-institutional coordination. It regulates individual conduct regarding the environment as well as the relationships which emerge through the use and conservation of natural resources, etc.

c. Tourism in Costa Rica

i. Background

Tourism in Costa Rica is a growing economic activity which, in 1991 was already the second largest industry for the national economy. Its development over the last few years, in terms of its contribution to foreign exchange earnings, is illustrated by the following figures (Costa Rican Tourism Institute, 1992):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Exports</th>
<th>Foreign Exchange Earnings from Tourist</th>
<th>Relationship Tourist/Exports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1,158.3</td>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1,245.7</td>
<td>164.7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1,414.6</td>
<td>206.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1,448.2</td>
<td>275.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1,593.7</td>
<td>330.6</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The figures given in the above table for exports do not include foreign-exchange earned from tourism activity)
According to the above figures, exports grew by an average of 8.3% annually between 1987 and 1991. Foreign exchange earnings from tourism activities grew by 24.8% annually. The relationship between foreign exchange earnings through tourism and earnings generated through the export of goods grew by an average of 15.2% annually.

The number of tourist arrivals in 1991 rose to 504,649 persons. The outlook for 1992 was 590,000 tourists and earnings of US$420 million (Chacon, v.c.). In the following section, the background to tourist arrivals is given.

The structure of the sector is determined by Law No 6990; it establishes the categories of agents as well as incentives for the activity.

It may be stated generally that receptive tourism in Costa Rica is highly competitive, since a few large companies control a large portion of the market. There are some 300 operators: many of the smaller ones are trying to specialize in certain segments of the market in order to improve their skills and become more competitive in the face of competition from the large operators. (Gamez v.c.).

Tourism is expanding at a fairly steady rate. This is not true of the economic and social infrastructure of the country. This leads to certain drawbacks and potentially serious problems. (Salazar v.c.).

It has also been pointed out that there are certain limits to the training of agents in the sector, as well as officers of the National Parks Service and the Forestry Administration. Tour guides speak English but have no technical knowledge, while the park rangers are mere rangers. (Salazar v.c.). One must realize that there are ample opportunities for training in tourism in the country (Salazar v.c.). There are roughly five or six tourism schools at university level as well as others offering parauniversity training. The Instituto Nacional de Aprendizaje (INA - National Training Institute) conducts courses and awarded diplomas to 2,480 persons in 1991. There are plans to train 15,000 persons in five years. There is also a programme underway to train hotel personnel and a study is being conducted for the establishment of a Hotel School supported by the Milan Chamber of Commerce. (Salazar, v.c. 1993; Chacon v.c.). Finally, as indicated earlier, the Latin American University for Science and Technology (ULACIT), is developing a training programme in ecotourism at both the undergraduate and postgraduate (Masters) levels.

The government agency in charge of the sector is the Costa Rican Tourism Institute (ICT) which has been given broad powers by the existing legal instruments. The ICT benefits from a fee charged to the hotel sector, 3% of hotel rates, and this allows it to
fund itself and also contribute to the National Parks Service's studies relating to tourism activities in protected areas.

As far as regulations are concerned, in addition to the potential for control which the tourism incentive system provides, the law also grants concessions to the ICT in terms of lower taxation and approval of projects for tourism development.

The hotel sector in Costa Rica was represented in 1991 by 210 hotel establishments with 7,196 rooms and 6,209 persons directly employed (Costa Rican Tourism Institute, 1992).

ii. Visitor arrivals

- International tourists

In Tables 12 and 13, information is provided on the actual tourist arrivals in Costa Rica. The first provides information on visitor arrivals in Costa Rica by zones and by countries from 1982 to 1991. The second provides similar information limited to the relevant zones and covering the period 1982-1991. The source of both tables is the Costa Rican Tourism Institute. (1992)

According to the Costa Rican Tourism Institute (ICT), as reported earlier, international tourist arrival to Costa Rica in 1991 rose to 504,649 persons originating from the following regions of the world:

North America 223,126

Central America 164,809

South America/Caribbean 37,570

Europe 67,319

Rest of the world 11,825

The United States provided by far the greatest number of visitors to Costa Rica in 1991 with 173,626 visitors, 34% of the total number. The countries having border with Costa Rica follow: Nicaragua with 73,558 tourists - 15% of the total number and Panama with 53,398 tourists representing 11% of total visitor arrivals.

Central America, considered globally in terms of number of tourists, is almost equivalent to the United States with 33% of all visitors arriving in Costa Rica. In third place is Europe, also taken globally, with a little more than 13%, the majority of
whom are from the European Economic Community. As far as development in tourism in Costa Rica is concerned, during the period 1989 to 1991, (See Table 12 Annex 1), total growth was slightly higher than 34%. For the larger areas, important and significant increases in terms of absolute figures were shown in the visitor arrivals from Europe (48.4% over the period) and North America (47.7% over the period).

In analyzing a more extended time frame, i.e. the period 1982 to 1991 as shown in Table 13, we realize the need to divide the series into two sub-periods, 1982 to 1986, where a strong decline has been observed in the number of visitors to Costa Rica and from 1986 to 1991 where, on the contrary, there is a large increase in the number of international tourists. The trend is a downward one up to 1986 and an upward one from 1987. In terms of annual rates, between 1982 and 1986, the number of tourists arriving in Costa Rica decreased at a rate of 8.5% per year but between 1986 and 1991, their numbers grew by 14.1% annually.

The trend indicated may be linked to the economic crisis of the 1980's which saw restrictive structural adjustment policies which brought about severe recessions in Latin American countries. This period also gave rise to political turmoil, particularly in Central America.

In examining visitor arrivals, it is important to consider the category "excursionists" which corresponds chiefly to tourists arriving on cruise ships and who remain in the country less than 24 hours. During 1991, Costa Rica welcomed 117 cruise ships with 67,923 passengers, 90% of whom were arriving from the United States (the majority), Canada and Europe. The number of cruise ships had increased by 29% over 1990, a year which had already seen an increase of 11% over 1989. On the other hand, the number of tourists increased by 19% in 1991 compared to 1990. Sixty-nine percent of tourists arriving on cruise ships visited an attraction using local tourist services (tours).

- Tourism in national parks

Table 14 of Annex 1 presents a chronological breakdown of the number of visitors to national parks between 1982 and 1991, according to figures supplied by the National Parks Service (Bermudez, 1992). Some background information has already been provided.

The number of visitors to national parks has grown from nearly 206,000 in 1982 to a little over 496,000 in 1991. The annual growth rate, between the first and the last year of the period, is 10.3%. The type of visitor, local or foreign, has changed significantly over the period. International tourism has also increased from 31.8% in 1982 to 55.1% in 1991 while the number of local visitors has decreased from 68.2% in 1982 to
44.9% in 1991. Nevertheless, in absolute terms, the number of local visitors has not decreased and has actually grown steadily, except in the 1982/1983 comparison, although at a rate far below that of foreign visitors. For the entire period, the average growth rate for local visitors was 5.3% while the figure for foreign visitors reached 17.2%.

It is possible, as in the case of international tourist arrivals, to distinguish two sub-periods for which the trend in growth rates differ, 1982-1986 and 1986-1991. Up until 1986, local visitors to parks in Costa Rica increased at an average annual rate of 8.2%, far exceeding the 1.7% corresponding to the annual average growth rate for foreign visitors. Nevertheless, from 1986, the situation was reversed and the growth rate in local visitors between 1986 and 1991 fell to 3% annually while for foreign visitors, it grew significantly to 31.3% annually. In terms of overall visitor arrivals, the annual average growth rates were 6.2% for the period 1982-1986 and 13.6% for the period 1986-1991.

The dramatic increase in the number of foreign visitors to Costa Rica's national parks has been attributed to the notable increase in hotel capacity since the passing of the Tourism Encouragement Law (Ley de Incentivos Turísticos) in 1985, as well as to the effective tourism promotion campaign carried out by the ICT at the international level, emphasizing the conservation work of the National Parks Service over the last 20 years. On the other hand, in relation to the significant drop in the growth rate for local visitors to the parks, it has been suggested that the possible causes are economic in nature; the cost of local tourism has increased owing to the investment trend in tourism which favours services to the international tourist, services that are generally more costly than the local tourist can afford. (Bermúdez, 1992).

iii. Tourism Incentives

The Tourism Development Encouragement Law has been in force since 1985. Basically, this law declares that the tourism industry is of public importance and has as its objective the development of tourism activities for which incentives are established. These incentives are aimed at encouraging the undertaking of meaningful programmes and projects. Under this law, various benefits are given to investors in the areas of hotel services, local and international air transportation of visitors, maritime transport of visitors, travel agents dealing exclusively with this type of activity and finally car rental for local and foreign tourists.

Another type of incentive for the tourism industry is given through promotional and advisory activities. The Costa Rican Coalition for Development Incentives (CINDE) is a non-profit private organization devoted to attracting investment, to the promotion of non-traditional exports and to training for the entrepreneurial sector. In agreement
with the ICT, it carries out promotional activities abroad by channelling resources; it participates in the National Tourism Development Plan and gives advice on attracting investments. Moreover, the CINDE supports the hotel sector through its different activities. (Lizano v.c.)

Finally, it must be pointed out that, although the rules affecting the tourism industry, in particular those relating to hotel development, correspond to national criteria as it is the municipalities which in the final analysis grant the building permits, applying decision-making criteria that are not always homogenous, firms may lose or benefit through variations in costs or benefits depending on the decision-making criteria used (Lizano v.c.).

**C. U.S. Virgin Islands: Saint John**

Saint John is one of the islands which, together with Saint Thomas and Saint Croix, make up the U.S. Virgin Islands. Unlike Bonaire which, although it is a part of the Netherlands Antilles, is self-governed and enjoys a certain amount of autonomy, Saint John does not fall into this category. Moreover, in the reports prepared by the Department of Economic and Agricultural Development (SEAD), statistics are given for the entire territory or for Saint Thomas and Saint John together and Saint Croix is taken individually. Consequently, except in the case of the U.S. Virgin Islands National Park located in Saint John, it is difficult to study the island on its own. Therefore references will be made to the territory in general or to Saint Thomas and Saint John together. Only in certain cases will references be made to Saint John alone.

1. Ecotourism in the U.S. Virgin Islands and in Saint John - Summary

   **a. Ecotourism Council**

   In the U.S. Virgin Islands, ecotourism appears to be a preoccupation of local government authorities and certain community leaders. Therefore, on the advice of the Committee of Tourism Experts of on Ecotourism was established which was later changed to Ecotourism Committee. Its objective is to facilitate, coordinate and encourage public and private cooperation in order to preserve the natural, cultural, historical and archeological resources of the country as well as to promote sustainable development in an effort to make the U.S. Virgin Islands a choice ecotourism
destination. In order to fulfill this objective, three basic mechanisms were identified: the collection and dissemination of information, public education and the promotion of ecotourism (Committee, 1992).

b. Saint John

At least 75% of tourists who go to Saint John do so in order to enjoy the attractions of the Virgin Islands National Park, its marine and coastal ecosystems and its tropical forest ecosystems. The type of tourism currently carried out is nature tourism. This is ecotourism if we accept the broader meaning of the term, which is the usual practice of the government authorities responsible for promoting tourism, as well as the players in the industry who are all trying to capture this new segment of the market built around nature.

Nevertheless, in the view of the administrator of the Virgin Islands park, the visitors to the park are not "ecotourists." He believes that the term 'ecotourist' should be limited and similar to that of "the old traveller", an educated person who is seeking to experience local culture and nature without destroying it, spending long periods of time (perhaps one or two weeks) in the places that he visits. This definition of tourist does not apply to the tourists we know today (Koenings v.c.)

The park is today included in an international category of protected areas "Biosphere reserves", which has been designated by the MAB (Man and Biosphere) programme of the United Nations Organization for Education, Science and Culture (UNESCO). This is a type of protected area where there is an attempt to harmonize the relationship between man and nature to achieve effective conservation of certain systems. This designation has been assumed by the park authorities and orients the park towards a style of ecotourism. The park management is currently working in collaboration with the University of Tennessee to determine the type of participation expected of the St. John community in the management of the park.

As far as the entire U.S. Virgin Islands is concerned, the tourism activity that is carried out in the National Park is quite significant, given that during 1991, of the total number of visitors to the country, some 37% visited the park. Nevertheless, with a little more than 760,000 annual visitors up to 1992, the park was operating at full capacity: to increase this without damaging the existing ecosystems present, several additional regulations will have to be imposed.

All in all, the park authorities are conscious of the model role which Saint John plays in the development of other parks in the Caribbean.
Of the many initiatives that the Saint John park has undertaken, its status as Biosphere Reserve is by far the most important. In particular, a better working relationship is being sought with the island's community.

2. The Case of Saint John and the U.S. Virgin Islands

a. General Description

The population of the U.S. Virgin Islands was 103,200 persons in 1988, of which 51,900 persons were in Saint Thomas/Saint John (Tourism Task Force, 1991). In 1990, the population of Saint Thomas and Saint John was 48,166 and 3,505 inhabitants respectively (data taken from a census in 1990 and provided by the Hotel Association of Saint Thomas and Saint John, 1993).

In 1990, the work force was estimated to be 45,780 in the entire territory with an unemployment rate of 2.9%, down from 1983 when it was 8.2% (Tourism Task Force, 1991).

The GNP in 1987 was estimated at US$1,246 million and personal income at US$924 million. Per capita income in that year attained the level of US$8,717 or 56.3% of that of the United States. The three previous indicators have constantly increased since 1980 (Tourism Task Force, 1991).

b. Protected Areas

The major portion of the island of Saint John forms part of the Virgin Islands National Park and also includes the Island of Hassell located in front of Charlotte Amalie on the island of Saint Thomas. The park forms part of the national parks system of the United States and is associated with the national monument Puck Island Reef and the Christiansted National Historic Site, both located in Saint Croix. The National Park of the U.S. Virgin Islands was established in 1956 on a property covering more than half of the island and which had been donated for this purpose.

The surface area of the park is some 9,000 acres (3,600 hectares) and its marine area is 6,000 acres (2,400 hectares), totalling 15,000 acres (6,000 hectares), almost all of which is accessible (Koenings v.c.).
In 1992, the park welcomed some 760,000 visitors, a figure which is close to its carrying capacity. In order to exceed this number, certain additional regulations and agreements will be required within the industry, especially as these relate to cruise ship operators. The park administration aims to control the number of visitors in certain areas, especially on the beaches, by limiting the size of the cruise ships that are allowed to dock near beaches. Experience and observation of the effects of certain tourist loads has allowed us to establish limits for certain beaches.

Given the large number of visitors to the park, and since the park authorities are aware of the fact that the park is approaching its capacity, they have opted, on occasion, to over-load some beaches while protecting other areas.

Seventy-five percent of tourists who visit Saint John pay a visit to the National Park (Koenings v.c.). The park maintains a centre open to visitors near the marine terminal at Cruz Bay where various samples of what the park offers as well as video cassettes are on display. Park rangers are trained to assist tourists in planning their visit, which may include guided tours, historical tours, underwater tours, craft demonstrations and overnight camping trips.

The park has many attractions: beaches, marine parks, historical ruins, scenic trails, yachting areas, recreational fishing, etc. The most popular attractions however, are the beaches: the more accessible beaches have lifeguards and are equipped with dressing-rooms, cafeterias, souvenir shops, diving equipment rental, water sports centre, etc. However, there are more remote beaches which can be reached by following the trails within the park. There are picnic sites throughout the park. Underwater sports is a main attraction and the characteristics of the park’s coastline make it an appealing choice for sailing enthusiasts who dock in the Virgin Islands. Recreational fishing is permitted in some areas.

In addition to the hotels located in Cruz Bay, the park itself offers accommodation. There is a traditional campsite with appropriate infrastructure, however the campsite at Maho Bay is worthy of mention because it is equipped with shops for guests and an infrastructure that is adapted to the environment, thereby minimizing the negative impact on the ecosystem. The site is considered to be a model of ecotourism infrastructure; its owner is a pioneer of this type of initiative within and outside of the United States.

The Virgin Islands National Park has a budget of some 2.3 million dollars annually (Koenings v.c.).

The following figures indicate the number of visits to the park each year:
It can be seen that during 1991 and 1992, whereas there was a significant increase in the number of daytime visitors, there was a sharp drop in overnight visitors to the park; on average, there was a significant net increase over the two years (SEDA, 1993). Moreover, the 710,000 visitors to the park in 1991 represented 36.6% of the nearly 2 million visitors to the U.S. Virgin Islands. It may be said that for every 100 visitors to the country, 37 of them visited the Saint John park.

As far as protected areas are concerned, in later discussions of environmental matters relating to the U.S. Virgin Islands, mention is made of the official decision to conserve areas of special interest, observation sites and trails. Although this classification does not involve changes of ownership, it is a mechanism for increasing the protected surface area of the Virgin Islands in general, although not necessarily that of Saint John.

Finally, let us repeat what has already been stated regarding the creation of a biosphere reserve largely in Saint John and incorporating the park zone. The activities that will be generated by virtue of this designation are also the responsibility of the U.S. National Parks Service.

c. Environmental considerations

It may be said that concern for environmental matters in the U.S. Virgin Islands ranges from moderate to limited, judging from the proposals put forward in the Global Plan for Economic Development approved by the country's government. Through a revision of the sectoral and specific objectives of the plan, as well as of the strategies...
it promotes, it can be seen that although the subject of the environment has been dealt with at a trans-sectoral level, in the sense that it touches all the areas of interest within the plan, it has not been sufficiently emphasized in the light of the future dependence, of the country's economic activities on the environment and the recognition that current development has reached its full capacity.

As far as economic development is concerned, growth continues to be a major part of the overall objectives of the local government. Concern for the environment is expressed in only one of the specific objectives where it is stated that there is need to ensure that growth always takes into account environmental and social goals. One strategy proposed therefore is that priority should be given to long-term social and environmental consequences and to the cumulative effects of development above short-term economic gains. This is one of five strategies directed towards economic development of a total of seven specific economic development objectives.

Regarding tourism, the overall objective is for sectoral development that is in keeping with the country's heritage and its physical environment. Among the specific objectives, at least one seems to incorporate sustainable environmental development since it proposes a type of tourism development based on a realistic understanding of the limits of growth; the three strategies cover environmental considerations: formulation of a plan built around the social and environmental capacity of the territory, implementation of environmental protection and preference for tourism programmes that are more quality- than quantity-based.

Another of the specific objectives is the reduction of the negative impacts of tourism on the social and cultural fabric of the country. This gives rise to six strategies which will allow for an alternative style of tourism that is more environmental friendly.

Other strategies relating to other specific objectives for the tourism sector include environmental issues. There are 10 objectives relating to the sector and only 2 fully incorporate elements that favour a type of tourism that is environmentally sustainable.

The other sector which is dealt with explicitly in the Global Plan for Environmental Development is agriculture. In general, the plan seeks, by way of 19 specific objectives, to increase agricultural production with a view to making the country self-sufficient. Only one of these objectives is consistent with environmentally-sound development. It is aimed at land conservation and management which will ensure their long-term use.

In any event, in addition to United States regulations, which also apply to the U.S. Virgin Islands, there are legal instruments promoting environmental protection which have been passed by the territory's government. Worthy of note is the Virgin Islands

Also worthy of mention is the resolution approved in 1992 on the protection of special areas and trails. "Areas of special interest" have been identified and, whether they are public or private, management plans have been drawn up for submission at a later date to the local legislature and to public fora for discussion. Once approved, these management plans will constitute regulatory instruments. At the moment, this concerns 18 special areas and sites which are in need of protection for environmental reasons. (Higgins v.c.).

Those concerned with the question of the environment in the country feel that there are no incentives towards conserving the islands' natural resources. In fact, there may even be disincentives such as taxes linked to increasing value of the land which forces landowners to develop them or to sell them for development. Tax exemptions granted to project promoters encourage this situation. Exemptions are not automatic, they have to be requested through an industrial development commission; nevertheless, a certain acquired right to this exemption is recognized and if the project meets all the requirements under law, a request for exemption will not be refused. (Higgins, Kogis and Mercer v.c.).

In spite of the importance of the environment to the U.S. Virgin Islands, the subject of the environment in general and ecotourism in particular has not been dealt with in formal education, except for a few public awareness campaigns and some environmental education at the school level.

d. Tourism in the Virgin Islands

i. Limitations and outlook

The government of the U.S. Virgin Islands recognizes that the country is at a crucial stage of its economic development. On the other hand, if the islands, (St. Thomas, in particular), continue to develop at the rate they have over the past six years, the population could double in a few years' time and as a consequence, the demand for roads, schools, electricity and other public services could also double. Given the current zoning of the islands, one may expect considerable increases in population density. However, economic growth may not take place since the main factors behind it, climate and a clean environment, could be seriously affected thereby causing a fall in competitiveness of the U.S. Virgin Islands as a tourist destination. (Economic Development Commission, 1992).
The islands' tourism market is also threatened by other factors such as the changing face of the cruise ship industry, increasing competition within the region and the re-emergence of Cuba as a tourist destination. It has been suggested that there is a need to change promotional strategies and to direct them to the traditional traveller who stays overnight in the islands versus the cruise ship clientele, given the greater multiplier effect of the first type of passenger. At the same time, it is felt that tourism promotional programmes should be revised in order to focus them on the historical, cultural, artisanal and gastronomical attractions of the islands. Finally, it has been suggested that promotional campaigns be conducted in South America in order to promote tourism in the Virgin Islands during the low season in the northern hemisphere. (Economic Development Commission, 1992).

The Global Plan for economic development in the Virgin Islands proposes, as an objective for the tourism sector, to develop and maintain a vibrant tourism industry that is well-planned and controlled and which interacts harmoniously with the culture, traditions and natural heritage in order to bring about a mutually-satisfactory economic, social and physical environment. In order to achieve this, links should be strengthened with other sectors of the economy, participation should be improved in all aspects of the industry, a more balanced distribution of the returns from tourism must be achieved, the islands' appeal as a tourist destination must be heightened, a stable tourist economy must be maintained, a tourism plan must be developed on the basis of a realistic understanding of the limits of growth and finally, reduction of the negative impacts of tourism on the cultural and social fabric of the islands must be achieved. Other specific objectives must also be achieved. (Economic Development Committee, 1992).

ii. Visitor arrivals

Table 15 presents the main indicators of tourism development in the U.S. Virgin Islands; no distinction is made between the various islands which comprise the territory.

According to the table, almost 2 million visitors arrived in the islands in 1991. This figure, compared with that of 1983, represents an increase of just over 60%, representing an annual increase of about 6.1%.

Seventy-four percent of these visitors were excursionists, who arrived mainly on cruise ships, spending less than 24 hours in the territory and not staying overnight. The number of cruise ships which docked in the territory in 1991 amounted to 1,240; between 1983 and 1991 this figure increased to 73.4% at an average cumulative rate of 7.1%.
Although cruise ship tourism is a dominant feature of the industry in the U.S. Virgin Islands, in terms of income for the territory - measured by tourist spending - its importance is quite low. In 1991, only 28% of total spending was attributed to excursionists.

Total tourist spending grew by nearly 100% during the eight years between 1983 and 1991. Although this indicates an increase in the average spending per visitor, which is of the order of 24%, it may be safe to say that by adjusting the figure for inflation in that period, one observes a decrease in real visitor spending.

Finally, it is interesting to note that growth in employment generation is not proportional to growth in the number of visitors: in the period referred to, employment grew at a rate equivalent to almost half that of the number of visitors.

iii. Hotel statistics

Table 16 reveals certain hotel statistics relating to the territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands. The statistics presented are generally significantly affected by the impact of Hurricane Hugo which lashed the islands in the latter part of 1989.

With regard to number of rooms available, it may be observed that after consistent annual growth up to 1989, in 1990 there was a significant decrease. Only Saint John experienced a significant increase from 863 to 926 rooms, moving from 16% of the total rooms available in 1989 to 21% in 1990.

Occupancy rates were on the decline up to 1989; there was however an interesting recovery in 1990 although the 1987 levels were never reached. The average stay between 1987 and 1988 was 5 nights per guest; the increase in 1989 to 5.4 nights was attributed to the large number of residents and visiting workers who occupied rooms after Hurricane Hugo, which previously would have been available to tourists. In 1990, the average stay fell to 4.5 nights.

The number of guests, as well as the number of nights/room increased in 1988 only to fall in 1989 and again in 1990.

iv. Tourist preferences

Table 17 presents the results of surveys carried out amongst visitors at the end of their stay regarding their preferences for the various attractions which the territory offers. A distinction is made between cruise ship passengers and those arriving by air. These surveys are carried out by the Economic Survey Bureau of the Department of Agriculture and Economic Development of the territory (1990a, 1990b).
The main preferences among cruise ship passengers, i.e. those chosen by more than 10% of passengers, are the climate, shopping, tours, the beach and the people, in that order. However, for tourists arriving by air, these same preferences were the beaches, the climate and the people.

At least 61% of the preferences expressed by visitors arriving by air and 51% of cruise ship passengers were linked to the natural attributes of the islands or to the nature-related activities. At the other extreme, 11% and 19% of preferences respectively, seemed to have nothing whatsoever to do with the natural beauty of the islands or with nature-related activities.

v. Tourism incentives

Promoters of tourism development projects could obtain tax exemptions, especially exemptions from income tax, for periods of 10 to 20 years. As was mentioned earlier, these exemptions are not automatic and must be requested from the industrial development commission; nevertheless, a certain acquired right to this exemption is recognized and if the project meets all the requirements under law, a request for exemption will not be refused.